The Deligne-Mumford and the In iden e Variety
Compa ti ations of the Strata of ΩMg .

Quentin Gendron
Abstra t
The main goal of this work is to onstru t and study a reasonable ompa ti ation of the strata of the moduli spa e of abelian dierentials. This allows us
to ompute the Kodaira dimension of some strata of the moduli spa e of abelian
dierentials. The main ingredients to study the ompa ti ations of the strata
are a version of the plumbing ylinder onstru tion for dierential forms and an
extension of the parity of the onne ted omponents of the strata to the dierentials on urves of ompa t type. We study in detail the ompa ti ations of the
hyperellipti minimal strata and of the odd minimal stratum in genus three.
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1 Introdu tion.
Let Mg be the moduli spa e of algebrai urves of genus g . In the early 1980s Harris
and Mumford ([HM82℄) proved that Mg is of general type for g ≥ 24. They used in a
ru ial way the ompa ti ation of Mg proposed by Deligne and Mumford at the end of
the 1960s ([DM69℄). This ompa ti ation is the moduli spa e Mg of stable algebrai
urves of arithmeti genus g .
More re ently, the moduli spa e of nonzero holomorphi dierentials ΩMg and its
proje tivisation PΩMg have gained great interest, oming in parti ular from the theory
of dynami al systems (see [Zor06℄). The moduli spa e ΩMg has a natural strati ation
given by the orders of the zeros
P of the dierentials. For a given tuple (k1 , . . . , kn ) of
ki = 2g − 2, we dene the stratum
positive numbers su h that
)
(
n
X
ki Zi ,
ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) := (X, ω) : X ∈ Mg , div (ω) =
i=1

and their images in PΩMg are denoted by PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ). In analogy with Mg , it
is likely that a good ompa ti ation of PΩMg should help us to ompute the Kodaira
dimension of the strata of PΩMg .
In this paper, we rst introdu e and study two ompa ti ations of the strata of the
moduli spa e of abelian dierentials. This allows us to ompute the Kodaira dimension
of some of these strata. The last se tions are devoted to the study of the hyperellipti
minimal strata and the non hyperellipti minimal stratum in genus three.

1.1 The in iden e variety ompa ti ation.
The notion of abelian dierentials an be generalised to the ase of stable urves by
the notion of stable dierentials. Therefore, we an prolong ΩMg above Mg simply
by looking at the moduli spa e of stable dierentials ΩMg . The losure of the strata
inside ΩMg are alled the Deligne-Mumford ompa ti ations of these strata. The
main drawba k of this method is the loss of information. Indeed, a non vanishing
stable dierential may vanish on some irredu ible omponents of the stable urve, losing
ompletely the information on this omponent.
In order to keep tra k of more information, we introdu e in Se tion 2 another ompa ti ation for the strata. Let us dene the losure of the ordered losed in iden e
variety PΩMinc
g,n (k1 , · · · , kn ) inside the moduli spa e of marked stable dierentials by

(

(X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) : (X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) ∈ Mg,n ,

n
X

)

ki Zi = div (ω) .

i=1

Now there is an a tion of a subgroup S of Sn permuting the zeros of same order. The

in iden e variety ompa ti ation of ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) is given by
inc

inc

PΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) := PΩMg,n (k1 , . . . , kn )/S.
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The interior of the in iden e variety ompa ti ation is isomorphi to the strata
PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ). But we show that its losure ontains in general mu h more information than PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ). The following theorem illustrates this point in the
ase of the prin ipal stratum (see Theorem 2.5). Let us denote the proje tion from
the in iden e variety ompa ti ation to the Deligne-Mumford ompa ti ation of the
prin ipal stratum by
inc

π : PΩMg,{2g−2} (1, . . . , 1) → PΩMg (1, . . . , 1).

Theorem 1.1. The bre of

π is positive dimensional above the lo us of dierentials
where X is a redu ible stable urve of genus g ≥ 2 with two irredu ible omponents onne ted by one node and ω vanishes on one omponent.
(X, ω),

In order to study the in iden e variety ompa ti ation, we introdu e some tools.
In Se tion 3, we develop the theory of limit dierentials, whi h has a avour of limit
linear series. More pre isely, we asso iate to a family of dierentials a limiting obje t
onsisting of a olle tion of meromorphi dierentials parametrised by the irredu ible
omponents of the spe ial urve. For a given omponent Xi , the dierential is obtained
by res aling the family in su h a way that it onverges on Xi (see Denition 3.2).
To onstru t examples of limit dierentials, we extend the lassi al plumbing ylinder onstru tion of dierentials with simple poles to more general dierentials (see
Lemma 3.14). In parti ular, this allows us to give ne essary and su ient onditions
to be a limit dierential for an important ase (see Theorem 3.17). However, they are
not su ient in full generality (see nevertheless Lemma 3.19 and Lemma 3.10).
The se ond main ingredients are the notions of spin stru ture on (semi) stable urves
and of Arf invariant. They allow us to generalise the notion of parity of smooth dierential to some stable dierentials in Se tion 4. In the ase of urves of ompa t type, we
asso iate a anoni al spin stru ture to a stable pointed dierential (see Denition 4.10).
Using this notion, we show that the parity of the spin stru ture above the urves of
ompa t type is invariant under deformations (see Theorem 4.12).

Theorem 1.2. Let n ≥ 3 and (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a dierential in the losure of the
stratum ΩMinc
g,{n} (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) su h that X is of ompa t type. Then the parity of the
spin stru ture Lω asso iated to ω is ǫ if and only if (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is in the losure
ǫ
of ΩMinc
g,{n} (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) .

The notion of spin stru ture does not seem to be the right one for the irredu ible
pointed dierentials. However, in this ase, we show that the Arf invariant an be
generalised (see Denition 4.18) in su h a way that it stays onstant under deformations
(see Theorem 4.19).
It would be very interesting to extend this invariant to the whole boundary of the
in iden e variety ompa ti ations. But we show that, unfortunately, this invariant
annot be extended to the whole in iden e variety ompa ti ation of the strata (see
Corollary 1.8).
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Further developments. In parallel to the pro ess of refereeing, the subje t of onstru ting ompa ti ations evolved rapidly. On the one hand, Farkas and Pandharipande [FP℄ des ribed for every stratum a spa e having the ompa ti ation of the
stratum as one of several irredu ible omponents. They aimed for simple onditions
and appli ations towards divisor lass omputations where they hope to orre t the
ontributions of extra omponents by in lusion-ex lusion te hniques. On the other
hand, in ollaboration with Bainbridge, Chen, Grushevsky and Möller, we ompleted
in [BCG+ 16℄ the onditions given here (and in parallel, from a at viewpoint by Chen
in [Che15℄) to a omplete hara terization of the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of
every stratum.

1.2 The Kodaira dimension of strata.
One of the main motivations for a good ompa ti ation of the strata of the moduli
spa e of abelian dierentials is the omputation of their Kodaira dimensions. In the
re ent works [Far10, FV12, FV14℄, Farkas and Verra omputed the Kodaira dimension
of the moduli spa e of spin stru tures and Bini, Fontanari and Viviani omputed the
Kodaira dimension of the universal Pi ard variety in [BFV12℄. They followed the path
opened by Harris and Mumford for the moduli spa e of urves. In parti ular, they used
in an essential way a ni e ompa ti ation of these spa es onstru ted by Cornalba in
the rst ase and Caporaso in the se ond.
A se ond way to ompute the Kodaira dimension of omplex varieties is to use the
theory initiated by Iitaka. We an obtain information about the Kodaira dimension of
the total spa e of an algebrai bundle using knowledge about the Kodaira dimension of
the base and of a generi bre.
Using these methods, we want to ompute the Kodaira dimension of the strata S
of the moduli spa e of abelian dierentials for whi h the forgetful map π : S → Mg
is generi ally surje tive. We give a omplete des ription of these strata and, more
pre isely, the dimension of the image of every onne ted omponent of ea h stratum
(see Theorem 5.7).

Theorem 1.3. Let

and S be a onne ted omponent of ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ). The
dimension of the proje tion of S by the forgetful map π : ΩMg → Mg is
g≥2



2g − 1



3g − 4
dim (π(S)) =

2g − 2 + n



3g − 3

if S = ΩMg (2d, 2d)hyp ;
if S = ΩMg (2, . . . , 2)even ;
if n < g − 1 and S 6= ΩMg (2d, 2d)hyp ;
if n ≥ g − 1 and S 6= ΩMg (2, . . . , 2)even .

Using this theorem and the fa t that the Kodaira dimension of a nite over is not
smaller than the Kodaira dimension of the base, we dedu e the Kodaira dimension of
the strata of proje tive dimension 3g−3, when Mg is of general type (see Corollary 5.9).

Theorem 1.4. The onne ted strata PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kg−1 ) are of general type for g = 22

and g ≥ 24.
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Moreover, for a bre spa e f : X → Y there is the well known inequality κ(X) ≤
dim(Y ) + κ(Xy ) for a generi bre Xy of f . This gives the Kodaira dimension of
the strata whi h impose few onditions. Indeed, by showing that a generi bre of
the forgetful map has negative Kodaira dimension, we obtain the following result (see
Theorem 5.10).

Theorem 1.5. For any
form

g ≥ 2, let (k1 , . . . , kn ) be a tuple
(k1 , . . . , kl , 1, . . . , 1) with ki ≥ 2 for i ≤ l su h that
n
X

ki = 2g − 2

and

i=1

l
X

of positive numbers of the

ki ≤ g − 2.

i=1

Then the Kodaira dimension of the stratum PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) is −∞.
The Iitaka onje ture has been proved by E kart Viehweg for the bre spa es f :
X → Y , where Y is of general type. So, a similar method ould be used to determine
the Kodaira dimension of the strata for whi h the forgetful map is generi ally surje tive
to Mg , when Mg is of general type. However, this method is more subtle for the
remaining strata and we an only prove that the strata PΩMg (g − 1, 1, . . . , 1) are of
general type when Mg is of general type (see Proposition 5.13).
To on lude, we ompute the Kodaira dimension of both odd (Corollary 5.17) and
even (Proposition 5.15) omponents of the strata PΩMg (2, . . . , 2) and of the hyperellipti omponent of PΩMg (g − 1, g − 1) (Proposition 5.14).

1.3 Examples.
We on lude this work by the expli it des ription of the in iden e variety ompa tiation of some strata. We fo us on the minimal strata PΩMg (2g − 2). In genus two,
there is only one stratum PΩM2 (2) and this stratum has many interpretations. For
example, it an be seen as the Weierstraÿ divisor in M2,1 or the moduli spa e of even
spin stru tures.
More generally, the hyperellipti strata PΩMhyp
g (2g − 2) are very spe ial and an
be studied with spe i tools. They are studied in Se tion 6 and the main result
is Theorem 6.7 where we show that the bres of the forgetful map from the in iden e
urves
variety ompa ti ation of ΩMhyp
g (2g−2) to the Weierstraÿ lo us of hyperellipti
inside Mg,1 are proje tive spa es.
To be more on rete, let us des ribe an important lo us in the in iden e variety
ompa ti ation of the hyperellipti minimal strata (see Theorem 6.9).

Theorem 1.6. Let X be the union of a smooth urve Xe of genus g − 1 and a proje tive

line atta hed to Xe at the points N1 and N2 .
Then (X, ω, Z) is in the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of the minimal hyperelhyp if and only if the point Z is in the proje tive line, and
lipti stratum ΩMinc
g,1 (2g − 2)
the dierential ω is the stable dierential with a zero of order g − 2 at both N1 and N2 .
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The rst non hyperellipti minimal stratum is PΩModd
3 (4). The des ription of
the boundary of this stratum gives us the opportunity to illustrate most of the tools
developed in this paper.
Let us dene a generi urve in the divisor δi to be a urve in the divisor δi with
a single node. The des ription of the boundary of PΩModd
3 (4) above the set of urves
stably equivalent to generi urves in δ0 and δ1 is given in Corollary 7.8 and Corollary 7.4. For example, the pointed stable dierentials in the boundary of PΩModd
3,1 (4)
su h that the proje tion to M3 is stably equivalent to a generi urve of the divisor δ0
is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1.7. Let

odd su h
be a stable pointed dierential in PΩMinc
3,1 (4)
that X is the union of a smooth urve Xe of genus two and a proje tive line whi h meet
at two distin t points N1 and N2 .
Then (X, ω, Z) satises that Z ∈ P1 , the restri tion of ω to P1 vanishes and the
restri tion of ω to Xe is of one of the following two forms.

(X, ω, Z)

i) The restri tion of ω to Xe is an holomorphi dierential with a zero of order two
at N1 .

ii) The restri tion of ω to Xe is an holomorphi dierential with two simple zeros
at N1 and N2 .

This theorem together with Theorem 1.6 implies that the in iden e variety ompa ti ations of the hyperellipti and odd onne ted omponents of PΩM3,1 (4) interse t
ea h other (see Corollary 7.9).

Corollary 1.8. Let

be the union of a urve Xe of genus two and a proje tive line
glued together at a pair of points of Xe onjugated by the hyperellipti involution. Let
Z ∈ E and ω be a dierential whi h vanishes on E and has two simple zeros at the
points whi h form the nodes on Xe .
hyp and ΩMinc (4)odd .
Then the pointed dierential (X, ω, Z) is in ΩMinc
3,1 (4)
3,1
X

2 The In iden e Variety Compa ti ation of the Strata of
the Moduli Spa e of Dierentials.
The proje tivisation of the Hodge bundle over the moduli spa e of urves PΩMg has a
natural ompa ti ation given by the moduli spa e of stable dierentials PΩMg . The
rst idea in order to ompa tify a stratum is to take its losure inside PΩMg . This
is alled the Deligne-Mumford ompa ti ation of the stratum. However, this ompa ti ation loses lots of information. To keep tra k of more information we introdu e
inc
in Denition 2.2 another ompa ti ation PΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) via the losure of the
strata inside the moduli spa e of marked dierentials. This ompa ti ation of the
strata will be alled the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of the stratum. The end of
inc
this se tion is devoted to the study of the spa es PΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ). We show in
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Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 that this ompa ti ation ontains mu h more information at the boundary than the one given by the losure inside PΩMg .
In this se tion, all spa es we onsider will be omplex orbifolds. The orbifold stru ture does not play an important role in this arti le. Hen e we will often designate by
the same symbol the orbifold and the underlying oarse spa e, hoping that this abuse
of notation will not ause troubles to the reader.

Ba kground on moduli spa es.

We begin this se tion by re alling some basi fa ts
and notations about various moduli spa es. The moduli spa e of urves of genus g ,
denoted by Mg , is the spa e of omplex stru tures on a urve of genus g . The moduli
spa e of n-pointed urves is denoted by Mg,n . It is well known sin e Riemann (see for
example [GH94℄) that the dimension of Mg,n is 3g − 3 + n.
A modular ompa ti ation of Mg,n is given by the moduli spa e Mg,n of n-marked
stable urves (where the markings are onsidered as pun tures). This ompa ti ation is alled the Deligne-Mumford ompa ti ation of the moduli spa e of n-marked
urves. Re all that a stable urve is a onne ted nodal urve for whi h ea h irredu ible
omponent of the normalisation has not an abelian fundamental group. If we weaken
this ondition by allowing the fundamental groups to be isomorphi to Z, the resulting
urves are alled semistable. The dual graph of a stable urve X of genus g , denoted
by Γdual (X), is the weighted graph su h that the verti es orrespond to the irredu ible
omponents of X , the edges orrespond to its nodes and the weight at a vertex is given
by the geometri genus of the orresponding omponent.
The omplement of Mg in the Mg is the boundary of Mg . The boundary is a union
of divisors δi for i = 0, . . . , ⌊g/2⌋ being the losures of the lo i of urves with one node
whi h are either irredu ible in the ase i = 0 or the union of smooth urves of genera i
and g − i meeting at one point otherwise. In the following a generi urve in divisor δi
is a urve in the divisor δi with a single node.
The moduli spa e of nonzero holomorphi 1-forms ΩMg or Hodge bundle of Mg
parameterises pairs (X, ω), where X is a smooth urve of genus g and ω is a nonzero
holomorphi 1-form on X . We remark that the spa e ΩMg is sometimes denoted by Hg
in the literature (for example [Zor06℄, [EMZ03℄,...). We will never use this notation due
to the risk of onfusion with the notation of the hyperellipti lo us inside Mg (see
Se tion 6).
The spa e ΩMg has a natural strati ation by the multipli ities of zeros of ω . Let
P
(k1 , . . . , kn ) be a n-tuple of stri tly positive numbers su h that ni=1 ki = 2g − 2. The
stratum ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) is the subspa e of ΩMg onsisting of equivalen e lasses of
pairs (X, ω), where ω has n distin t zeros of respe tive orders (k1 , . . . , kn ). In parti ular,
for g ≥ 2 the following de omposition holds (see for example [Zor06℄):
G
ΩMg =
ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ).
(1)
n∈{1,...,2g−2}
P
2g−2≥k1 ≥···≥kn ≥1,
ki =2g−2

The notion of dierentials extends to the ase of stable urves in the following way.
A stable dierential on a stable urve X is a meromorphi 1-form ω on X whi h is
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holomorphi outside of the nodes of X and has at worst simple poles at the nodes and
the two residues at a node are opposite. Alternatively, the stable dierentials ould
be dened as the global se tions of the dualizing sheaf ωX of X (see [HM98℄). We an
now extend the Hodge bundle ΩMg above Mg . The spa e ΩMg is the moduli spa e of
stable dierentials of genus g.
We now extend this notion to the ase of stable marked urves.

Denition 2.1. A marked stable dierential (X, ω, Q1 , . . . , Qn ) of genus g is the datum

of a stable n-marked urve (X, Q1 , . . . , Qn ) in Mg,n and a stable dierential ω on X .

The moduli spa e of marked stable dierentials will be denoted by ΩMg,n . It is
the pullba k of the Hodge bundle ΩMg under the forgetful map π : Mg,n → Mg .
Its restri tion to the lo us of smooth n-marked urves is the moduli spa e of n-marked
abelian dierentials and is denoted by ΩMg,n.
There is a natural C∗ -a tion on the moduli spa e of abelian dierentials given by

C∗ × ΩMg → ΩMg : (α, (X, ω)) 7→ (X, αω).

(2)

The quotient of ΩMg under this a tion is denoted by PΩMg . Remark that this a tion
preserves the strati ation of ΩMg and the images of ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) inside PΩMg
are well dened and are denoted by PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ). Moreover, the group C∗ a ts in
a similar way on ΩMg,n and we denote the quotient under this a tion by PΩMg,n .

The In iden e variety ompa ti ation of the strata of ΩMg .

In order to ompa tify the strata of ΩMg , we dene the ordered in iden e variety PΩMinc
g,n (k1 , . . . , kn )
to be the subspa e of the moduli spa e of n-marked dierentials given by
)
(
n
X
ki Zi ⊂ PΩMg,n .
(X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) : div (ω) =
(3)
i=1

Moreover, the losed ordered in iden e variety, denoted by PΩMg,n (k1 , . . . , kn ), is dened as the losure of the ordered in iden e variety inside PΩMg,n .
In general, there exists a subgroup of Sn a ting non-trivially on the losed ordered
inc
in iden e variety PΩMg,n (k1 , . . . , kn ). Namely, if ki = kj for i 6= j , then the transpoinc

inc

sition (i, j) a ts on PΩMg,n (k1 , . . . , kn ) by permuting the points Zi and Zj . Let S be
Q
the subgroup of Sn generated by these transpositions. It is easy to see that S ∼
= Sli ,
where li := # {j|kj = i} is the number of indi es j su h that the order kj is equal to i.

Denition 2.2.

Let ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) be a stratum of ΩMg and let S be one of its
onne ted omponents. The in iden e variety ompa ti ation of S is
inc

inc

PΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) := PΩMg,n (k1 , . . . , kn )/S.
A triple (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) ∈ PΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) will be alled a pointed
tial or a pointed at surfa e.
inc
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(4)

dieren-

We remark that the notions of pointed dierentials and marked dierentials (see
Denition 2.1) do not oin ide.
Let us remark that the losed ordered in iden e variety is a suborbifold of PΩMg,n .
Therefore the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of every stratum is an orbifold as the
quotient of an orbifold by a nite group.

The forgetful map.

There is a natural forgetful map between the in iden e variety ompa ti ation and the orresponding stratum. Before dening this map on the
whole ompa ti ation, we restri t ourselves to its restri tion above the smooth pointed
dierentials. This restri tion is given by

ϕ : PΩMinc
g,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) → PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn )
(X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) 7→ (X, ω).
This map turns out to be an isomorphism.

Lemma 2.3. The forgetful map
ϕ : PΩMinc
g,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) → PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn )

(5)

is an isomorphism of orbifolds.
In parti ular, this lemma learly implies that the dimension of the in iden e variety
inc
ompa ti ation PΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) is 2g − 2 + n.

Proof. It su es to show that there exists an inverse ψ to ϕ. Let (X, ω) be a smooth

dierential with zeros of order (k1 , . . . , kn ). We denote by Z1 , . . . , Zn the orresponding
zeros.
Let us dene the map

ψe : PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) → PΩMinc
g,n (k1 , . . . , kn )
(X, ω) 7→ (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ).

We dene ψ by the omposition of ψe with the quotient by the a tion of S. It is a
routine to prove that both maps are inverse to ea h other.
We extend the map ϕ : PΩMinc
g,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) → PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) at the boundary
inc

of the strata. Let (X ′ , ω ′ , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) ∈ PΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) be a pointed dierential.
We denote by X the image of X ′ by the forgetful map π : Mg,n → Mg . Moreover, for
every irredu ible omponent Xi of X , the orresponding irredu ible omponent of X ′
is denoted by Xi′ . An ex eptional omponent of X is an irredu ible omponent whi h is
ontra ted by the map π : X̄ → X .
We obtain a dierential ω on X in the following way. The restri tion of ω on every
non-ex eptional omponent Xi of X is the dierential ω ′ |Xi′ . The fa t that the map ϕ
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is well dened follow learly from the fa t that ΩMg,n is the pullba k of ΩMg under
the forgetful map Mg,n → Mg . Hen e
inc

ϕ : PΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) → PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn )
(X ′ , ω ′ , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) 7→ (X, ω)
is an extension of the forgetful map ϕ to the in iden e variety ompa ti ation.

Closure of the prin ipal stratum.

In this paragraph, we show that the in iden e
variety ompa ti ation ontains mu h more information than the Deligne-Mumford
ompa ti ation at the boundary of the prin ipal stratum. The proofs of these theorems
use in a ru ial way the results of Se tion 3. Hen e we postpone these proof at the end
of Se tion 3.

Theorem 2.4. Let (X, ω) ∈ PΩMg (2g − 2) be a dierential in the minimal stratum.

This dierential is in the boundary of prin ipal stratum PΩMg (1, . . . , 1) and the dimension of the bre of the forgetful map
inc

π : PΩMg,{2g−2} (1, . . . 1) → PΩMg (1, . . . , 1)

above (X, ω) is max(0, 2g − 4).
inc

We state an analogous result for the absolute boundary of PΩMg,{2g−2} (1, . . . 1) for
urves in the divisor δi , for i ≥ 1.

Theorem 2.5. The bre of the forgetful map
inc

π : PΩMg,{2g−2} (1, . . . 1) → PΩMg (1, . . . , 1)

is positive dimensional over a dierential (X, ω), where X is a generi
i ≥ 1 and ω vanishes on one omponent of X .

urve in δi for

We are going to present some other results about the losure of the minimal hyperellipti strata in Se tion 6 and of the losure of PΩModd
3,1 (4) in Se tion 7.

3 Limit Dierentials and Plumbing Cylinders.
In order to remedy the disadvantage of stable dierentials that may vanish on some
omponents, we introdu e the notion of limit dierential. It is, in a sense, similar to
the notion of limit linear series, but for families of pointed dierentials in a stratum:
for every irredu ible omponent of the stable limit of the underlying family of urves,
we res ale the family of dierentials in order to obtain a non zero limit on this omponent (see Denition 3.2). In parti ular, a limit dierential is a olle tion of non-zero
meromorphi dierentials parametrised by the set of irredu ible omponents of a stable
urve. We stress that these dierentials may have poles of order greater than one at
the nodes.
10

We give ne essary onditions for being a limit dierential in Se tion 3.1. Two
lo al onditions are easily stated: a limit dierential (X, ω) satises the ompatibility

ondition

ordN1 (ω) + ordN2 (ω) = −2
at every node N := N1 ∼ N2 of X , and the

residue ondition

ResN1 (ω) + ResN2 (ω) = 0
at every node where ω has simple poles. We give two other non lo al ne essary onditions. The rst one is a ondition on the "ordering" that ω an indu e on the dual
graph of X (see Lemma 3.8). The se ond one is a ondition on the residue of the limit
dierentials at some nodes where the dierential has a pole of order greater or equal to
two (see Lemma 3.10).
In order to des ribe su ient onditions for being a limit dierential, we extend the
lassi al plumbing ylinder onstru tion from the ase of urves to the ase of dierentials. This is the ontent of Se tion 3.2. This allows us to give su ient onditions
for being a limit dierential in important ases in Se tion 3.3 (see Theorem 3.17 and
Lemma 3.19). Unfortunatly, we were not able to give a set of ne essary and su ient
onditions, but su h onditions were des ribed during the referring pro ess in [BCG+ 16℄.
We on lude in Se tion 3.4 by some appli ations of our ma hinery to the study
of the in iden e variety ompa ti ation. In parti ular, we prove Theorem 2.4 and
Theorem 2.5. Other appli ations appear in all the remaining se tions of this arti le.

3.1 Limit Dierentials.
Before dening the notion of limit dierential, we prove a preliminary result about
families of pointed dierentials in the spirit of linear series. First we x some notations. A family of smooth pointed urves (f : X → ∆∗ , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is a at family of
smooth urves above a pointed dis of small radius ∆∗ := ∆ \ {0}, together with n
disjoint se tions Zi : ∆∗ → X . For su h a family of smooth pointed urves, we denote by f : X¯ → ∆, Z¯1 , . . . , Z¯n the stable extension of this family to ∆. The bre
(X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) of this family above 0 is alled the stable limit of the family. A family
of smooth pointed dierentials inside ΩMinc
g,n (k1 , . . . , kn )

f : X → ∆∗ , W : ∆∗ → f∗ ωX /∆∗ , Z1 , . . . , Zn : ∆∗ → X

is a family of P
smooth pointed urves together with a se tion W of f∗ ωX /∆∗ su h that
div (W (t)) =
ki Zi (t) for every t ∈ ∆∗ and su h that W extends to a meromorphi
se tion of f∗ ωX¯ /∆ .

Lemma 3.1. Let

(X , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a family of pointed dierentials inside the
(k
,
stratum ΩMinc
g,n 1 . . . , kn ).
i) For every irredu ible omponent Xi of the stable limit X there exists a unique
ri ∈ Z su h that for a generi se tion s̄ : ∆ → X¯ interse ting Xi we have
ℓ(W , s̄) := lim tri W (t, s̄(t)) 6= 0.
t→0

11

(6)

ii) Every map αi : ∆ → C satisfying the property that the limit for t → 0 of
αi (t)W (t, s̄(t)) is equal to ℓ(W , s̄) is of the form
tri (1 + tC [t]).

Any su h map αi is alled a s aling of the omponent Xi for this family.
iii) The limit of the family of dierentials in the in iden e variety ompa ti ation is
given by
lim (α(t)W (t)) ,

t→0

where α is a s aling su h that for every s aling αi the quotient α/αi is bounded at
the origin.
Given a stable urve X , we denote by Irr(X) the set of irredu ible omponents
of X .

Proof. Sin e the se tions Z¯i exist over all ∆, we obtain a trivialisation of ωX¯ /∆ . Using
this trivialisation, we an dene the meromorphi map

h : X¯ → C, (t, x) 7→ W (t, x),

P
ki Z¯i . Remark that for every
where W is seen as a meromorphi se tion of OX¯
t ∈ ∆∗ the map h is of the form h(x, t) = h(t), where h is never vanishing. Hen e the
divisor of h is of the form
X
div (h) =
−ri Xi ,
Xi ∈Irr(X)

where ri ∈ Z. This implies that αi := tri is a s aling for Xi . The uniqueness of the
exponent is lear, thus proving (i).
Moreover a s aling αi learly has tri as lowest monomial. The oe ient of this
monomial has to be 1 sin e otherwise, the two limits would dier by a multipli ative
onstant. This proves (ii).
Now for (iii), let α be a map su h that lim (α(t)W (t)) is a non vanishing stable
t→0

dierential and αi be the s aling of a omponent of X . By denition α is the s aling
of some omponent of X . It su es to show that the quotient ααi is bounded in a
neighbourhood of 0. For any se tion s : ∆∗ → X we have the equality

α(x)W (t, s(t)) =

α(t)
αi (t)W (t, s(t)).
αi (t)

Hen e, if ααi is not bounded at the origin, the limit an not be bounded on Xi . In
parti ular, the limit would be non stable.
We want to study a limiting obje t for families of dierentials. For this purpose,
we dene a andidate dierential of type (k1 , . . . , kn ) to be the datum of a stable nmeromorphi )
pointed urve (X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) together with a olle tion ω of (possibly
P
div (ωi |Xsmooth ) =
dierentials ωi on the irredu ible omponents Xi of X su h that
P
kj Zj , for Zj ∈ X pairwise distin t.
We are now in position to dene the entral obje ts of this se tion.
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Denition 3.2. A limit dierential (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) of type (k1 , . . . , kn ) is a andidate
dierential of type (k1 , . . . , kn ) su h that there exists a family of pointed dierentials
(X , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) inside ΩMinc
g,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) whi h satises the two following properties.
1) The marked urve (X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is the stable limit of (X , Z1 , . . . , Zn ).
2) For every irredu ible omponent Xi of the urve X and ω|Xi is the restri tion
to Xi of the meromorphi extension of αi W to X¯ , where αi is the s aling of Xi .
We now give two lo al ne essary onditions at the nodes for a andidate dierential
to be a limit dierential.

Lemma 3.3. Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a limit dierential and N1 ∼ N2 be a node of
the urve X . Then ω satises the Compatibility Condition
ordN1 (ω) + ordN2 (ω) = −2.

(7)

Moreover, if the orders of ω at N1 and N2 are −1, then ω satises the Residue

Condition

ResN1 (ω) + ResN2 (ω) = 0.

(8)

Note that in the ompatibility ondition implies that at a node N := N1 ∼ N2 the
order of ω at N1 is k and at N2 is −k − 2, for k ∈ N ∪ {−1}. We dene the order of ω
at N to be ordN (ω) := k .

Proof. Let (f : X → ∆∗ , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a family of pointed dierentials whi h

onverges to the limit dierential (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ). Let U be a neighbourhood of the
node N1 ∼ N2 in X¯ . Without loss of generality, we an assume that U satises the
following properties. First, the interse tions Zi ∩ U are empty for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
In parti ular, the only possible zeros and poles of W |U are ontained in X|U . Se ond,
there exists a oordinate system (x, y, t) of an open subset of ∆3 ontaining the origin
su h that
U := {xy = ta } ,
(9)
where a ≥ 1. Moreover, we an suppose that X|U is given by the equation {xy = 0}.
In the rest of the proof, we denote by Xx , Xy and XU the subset of U of respe tive
equations {y = 0}, {x = 0} and {xy = 0}.
We pi k a dierential η that generates Ω1U /f ∗ (Ω1∆ ) and that vanishes nowhere on U ,
for example (see [Bar89℄)
xdx − ydy
.
η :=
x2 + y 2
For t 6= 0, its restri tion to the urve Xt is a dierential without zeros or poles. For
t = 0, its restri tion to the omponent Xx (resp. Xy ) has a unique simple pole at N1
(resp. N2 ) with residue 1 (resp. −1).
Sin e η generates Ω1U /f ∗ (Ω1∆ ), the family of dierentials W |U \XU is given by

W = h · η,
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where h is a meromorphi fun tion with neither poles nor zeros in U \ XU . By multiplying the fun tion h by a power of ta , we obtain a new family of dierentials proportional
to W on U \XU . In parti ular, we an suppose that h is holomorphi on U and vanishes
on at most one omponent of XU . This new family will still be denoted by W and the
holomorphi fun tion by h.
We have two ases to onsider. The rst one is the ase where h is invertible on U .
In this ase the limit dierential of W on XU is simply a s aling of the restri tion of η
on XU . Hen e the residues of ω at N1 and N2 are respe tively h(0) and −h(0). In
parti ular, in this ase, both the ompatibility and the residue onditions are satised.
The se ond ase is where h vanishes on one omponent. Without loss of generality,
we an suppose that h|Xy ≡ 0 and h|Xx 6≡ 0. By the Weierstraÿ preparation theorem,
the fun tion h an be written as


h(x, y) = xd + h1 (y)xd−1 + · · · + hd (y) e
(10)
h(x, y),

where e
h is invertible and the hi are holomorphi maps vanishing at the origin. Moreover,
sin e by hypothesis the divisor of h is a multiple of Xy , we dedu e that the fun tions hi
are identi ally zero. Hen e the fun tion h is of the form

h(x, y) = xd · e
h(x, y).

(11)

This implies that restri tion ωx of ω to the omponent Xx is given by


dx
xdx − ydy
d e
= xd · e
h(x, 0) .
x · h(x, y) ·
2
2
x +y
x
Xx

By res aling the family of dierentials W by the fun tion (ta )−d , we nd that the
restri tion ωy of ω to the omponent Xy is given by

−dy
y −d · e
h(0, y)
.
y

In parti ular, sin e e
h(0, 0) ∈ C∗ , the sum of the orders of ωx and ωy at the origin
is −2.
It is onvenient to formulate a byprodu t of our proof as a separate lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Let (X , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a family of pointed dierentials whi h onverges to the limit dierential (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ). Let N be a node between the irredu ible omponents Xi and Xj (whi h may oin ide), and suppose that the equation
of X around N is xy = ta for some a ≥ 1.
If the order ordN (ω) of ω at N is k, then the exponent of the s aling αi of Xi is
greater or equal to the exponent of the s aling αj of Xj . More pre isely the s alings
satisfy the equality
αi
= (ta )k+1 .
αj
14

(12)

We now des ribe a global ne essary ondition on the limit dierentials. Let us look
rst at a very simple example.

Example 3.5. Let X be irredu ible with one node and the dierential ω has a zero
of order k and a pole of order k + 2 at the node. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that the
dierential annot be smoothed. Indeed, the s aling of an irredu ible omponent is
unique for a given family of dierentials. But in this ase, by Lemma 3.4, the s aling α
a k+1 for an a ≥ 1, whi h is absurd.
of X satises α
α = (t )
To formalise this example, we introdu e a de orated version of the dual graph of a
stable urve.

Denition 3.6.

Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a andidate dierential. The dual graph Γω
of (X, ω) is the partially dire ted weighted graph given by the following data.

• The graph oin ides with the dual graph of X .
• An edge is dire ted from the omponent with the zero to the omponent with the
pole of ω and no orientation in the ase of simple poles.
• The weight w(e) of an edge e is one greater than the order of ω at the orresponding node.
The dual graphs of the andidate dierentials des ribed in Example 3.5 and in
Example 3.9 are pi tured in Figure 1.

k+1≥1
1

1
1

g−1

1
0

Figure 1

Denition 3.7. Let Γ be a partially oriented graph. A path γ is a nite sequen e
of pairs {(ei , αi )}i∈{1,...,l} , where the ei are edges of Γ su h that the end of ei is the
beginning of ei+1 and αi ∈ {0, ±1} is 0 if the edge has no orientation, 1 if the dire tions
oin ide with the orientation of ei and −1 otherwise. Su h a path γ will be denoted by
γ :=

l
X

αi ei .

i=1

We now give another property whi h is satised by the limit dierentials. We
designate by NX the set of nodes of a urve X .
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Lemma 3.8. Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a limit dierential. There exists
P a tuple (s1 , . . . , sr )
of r = |NX | positive numbers su h that for every losed path γ =
graph of (X, ω) the equation
l
X

l
i=1 αi ei

in the dual

αi w(ei )sji = 0

(13)

i=1

is satised, where the node orresponding to ei is Nji and w(ei ) is weight of ei .
It is lear that this result implies that the dual graph Γω of a limit dierential has
no oriented y les. It is proved in [BCG+ 16℄ that the onverse holds.
Moreover, in the appli ations, Equation (13) will appear in the form
l
Y

α w(ei )

ǫjii

=1

(14)

i=1

where ǫi ∈ ∆∗ . These two equations are equivalent sin e Equation (13) is simply minus
the logarithm of Equation (14), in parti ular sji = − log(ǫji ).

Proof. Let (X , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be P
a family of pointed dierentials having limit dierential (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ). Let γ = li=1 αi ei be a losed path in the dual graph Γω of
the limit dierential (X, ω), starting at the vertex v1 and ending at the vertex vl+1 = v1 .
We denote the node orresponding to ei by Ni . We suppose that the lo al equation
of X¯ around Ni is given by xy = taNi . We denote by ωVj the restri tion of ω to the
irredu ible omponent XVj of X orresponding to Vj . We an suppose (maybe after
res aling) that the family of dierentials W onverges to ωV1 on XV1 . It follows from
Lemma 3.4 that the s aling of XV2 for W is (taN1 )α1 w(e1 ) . Therefore the family of
dierentials
(taN1 )α1 w(e1 ) W
onverges to ωV2 . Looking at the node N2 , the family

(taN2 )α2 w(e2 ) (taN1 )α1 w(e1 ) W
onverges to ωV3 . We iterate this pro ess until i = l and we obtain that the family of
dierentials
l
Y
(15)
(taNi )αi w(ei ) W
i=1

onverges to ωV1 . By uniqueness of the s aling for a given irredu ible omponent, the
following equation is satised
l
Y
(taNi )αi w(ei ) = 1.

(16)

i=1

By taking the logarithm of this equation, we have proved that the tuple of positive
numbers (− log(taN1 ), . . . , − log(taNr )) gives a solution of Equation (13) for every losed
path γ in the dual graph of (X, ω).
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We now des ribe a ondition on the residues of ω at some nodes of X . It is of
dierent avour than the residue ondition (8). Let us rst look at a simple example.

Example 3.9.

Let (X, ω, Z) be a andidate dierential of genus two su h that X :=
X1
∪ X2 , where (X1 , ω|X1 ) and (X2 , ω|X2 ) are two at tori and the proje tive line
has oordinate z su h that it is atta hed to X1 at 0 and to X2 at ∞. Finally, the
2
restri tion of ω to P1 is ω0 := (z−1)
dz .
z2
The dierential (X, ω, Z) is not a limit dierential. Otherwise,
 the dierential W (t)
∗
∗
∗
of the family f : X → ∆ , W : ∆ → f∗ ωX /∆∗ , Z : ∆ → X would have a zero of
order two at Z (t). Therefore, the point Z (t) would be a Weierstraÿ point of X (t).
Sin e the limiting position of the Weierstraÿ points are the 2-torsion points of both
ellipti urves, the urve X (t) would have seven Weierstraÿ points (see Theorem 6.5),
a ontradi tion.

∪ P1

The following lemma gives a ne essary ondition for being a limit dierential.

Lemma 3.10. Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a limit dierential and N := N1 ∼ N2 be a
node whi h separates X into two disjoint sub urves su h that ω has a pole at N1 . Then
the residue of ω at N1 is zero.
Proof. Let (X , W ) be a family of (pointed) dierentials whi h onverges to (X, ω). We

take a family of simple y les γt whi hR shrinks to N for t → 0. Sin e γt vanishes in
the homology H1 (Xt , Z), the integral γt W (t) vanishes for every t 6= 0. Multiplying
W (t) by the s aling of the lower omponent meeting N does not hange the value of
this integral. Now the limit is the residue at the pole of ω at N , whi h hen e has to
vanish.
As generalisation of Example 3.9, we obtain from this lemma the interesting fa t
that the zero of a dierential in the strata ΩMg (2g − 2) annot onverge to the node
of a ompa t urve with two omponents.

Corollary 3.11. Let (X, ω, Z) be a limit dierential with a single zero of order 2g − 2.

Then (X, Z) is not the union of two omponents onne ted by a pointed proje tive line.
Proof. If it was the ase, then the restri tion of the form ω to the proje tive line would
be

(z − 1)2g−2
dz
z 2g1
in a oordinate z , where the nodes are z = 0 and z = ∞. This form has always a
nonzero residue at the nodes. Let X1 be another irredu ible omponent. This would
implies that X1 has a dierential with a single pole, whi h is of order one.

3.2 Plumbing Cylinder Constru tion.
This se tion is devoted to the introdu tion of a plumbing ylinder onstru tion for
abelian dierentials at a node. Let us re all this lassi al result known sin e (at least)
Klein. For a simple proof of the polar ase, whi h extends to the holomorphi ase, see
[dSG10, En adré III.2℄.
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Lemma 3.12. Let ω be a dierential on a Riemann surfa e

X and Q ∈ X . Let k be
the order and a−1 be the residue of ω at Q.
There exists an open neighbourhood U of Q and a oordinate z on U su h that
z(Q) = 0 and:


dz .
If k ≤ −2, the dierential ω|U is given by the equation z k + a−1
z

If k = −1, the dierential ω|U is given by the equation

a−1
z dz

.

If k ≥ 0, the dierential ω|U is given by the equation z k dz .
These equations are alled the lo al normal form of ω at Q.
We need two variants of the plumbing ylinder onstru tion. In both ases, let
U := {u ∈ C : |u| < 1} and V := {v ∈ C : |v| < 1} be two dis s in C and W = U ∪ V / ∼
the nodal Riemann surfa e obtained by identifying the dis s at their origins. Re all
that ∆ designates a dis with oordinate t of su iently small radius.
The lo al plumbing family of W is the family of Riemann surfa es dened by

X := (x, y, t) ∈ C3 : xy = t, x ∈ U, y ∈ V → ∆, (x, y, t) 7→ t,
and we denote by Xt its bre over t onsidered as a subset of C2 with oordinates (x, y).
Moreover, we dene
Xt′ = Xt \ {(x, y) ∈ Xt : |x| = |y|} ,
and
′
′
Bt′ = BU,t
∪ BV,t
n
p o
p o n
=
u ∈ U : |u| > |t| ∪ v ∈ V : |v| > |t| .

We dene a biholomorphism ϕ : Bt′ → Xt′ given by the two following restri tions (see
Figure 2):


t
′
′
ϕU,t : BU,t → Xt , u 7→ u,
,
u


t
′
′
,v .
ϕV,t : BV,t → Xt , v 7→
v
The goal of the plumbing is, starting from two suitable meromorphi dierentials ω|U
and ω|V to onstru t a family of dierentials W on X su h that on any ber Xt the
form W restri ts to a suitable dierential and the s aled limit of W on X0 is ω .

Lemma 3.13
oordinates by

(Classi al plumbing).

ω|U :=

Suppose the dierential ω on W is given in lo al

a−1
du
u

and ω|V := −

a−1
dv.
v

Then there exists a family of dierentials W on the lo al plumbing family X satisfying
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y
|x| = |y|
1
′
BV,t

p

ϕV,t

|t|
Xt ⊂ xy = t
ϕU,t
p

′
|t| BU,t

1

x

Figure 2: The maps ϕU,t and ϕV,t .
′ .
i) For any t 6= 0, the pullba k ϕ∗U,t Wt is equal to ω on BU,t
′ .
ii) For any t 6= 0, the pullba k ϕ∗V,t Wt is equal to ω on BV,t

iii) For any t 6= 0, the form Wt has neither zeroes nor poles on Xt .
iv) The restri tion of W to X0 is equal to ω .
We now plumb a zero and a higher order pole. In this ase we need to modify the
dierential with the zero by a small polar part in order to mat h the residues.

Lemma 3.14 (Higher order plumbing). Let k be a non-negative integer. If the dierential ω on W is given in lo al oordinates by
k

ω|U := u du



and ω|V = −

1
v k+2

a−1
−
v

then there exists a family of dierentials W on X satisfying



dv,

′
i) For any t 6= 0 the pullba k ϕ∗U,t Wt diers from ω on BU,t
by a dierential a with
simple poles that onverges to zero as t → 0, i.e.

ϕ∗U,t (Wt ) := uk du + tk+1

a−1
du.
u

(17)

′ .
ii) For any t 6= 0 the pullba k ϕ∗V,t Wt is equal to tk+1ω on BV,t

iii) For any t 6= 0, the form Wt has neither zeroes nor poles on Xt .
iv) The s aling limit of Wt as t → 0 (in the sense of Lemma 3.1) over t = 0 is equal
to ω .
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Proof of Lemma 3.13 and Lemma 3.14. First, we prove the lassi al plumbing and the
higher plumbing without residue.
We dene the dierential form Wt on Xt to be the restri tion of the dierential of C2
of equation
xk+1
(18)
(xdx − ydy) .
x2 + y 2
It is well known that (At , Wt ) is a ylinder where Wt has no singularities (see [Bar89℄).
It remains to ompute the pullba ks of Wt under ϕU,t and ϕV,t . It is easily veried
that the pushforward of ∂u via ϕU,t and ∂v via ϕV,t are respe tively

∂x −

y
x
∂y , and − ∂x + ∂y .
x
y

′
′
Hen e the pullba ks under ϕ of ωt on BU,t
and BV,t
are:

ϕ∗U,t (η) = uk du,
ϕ∗V,t (η) = −

tk+1
dv.
v k+2

(19)
(20)

This leads to the higher order plumbing without residues and for the lassi al plumbing,
it su es to multiply this Wt by a−1 to obtain all the residues.
For the general result, one an easily verify that the dierential ωt given the restri tion to Xt of the dierential

xk+1 − tk+1 a−1
(xdx − ydy)
x2 + y 2

(21)

satises the on lusions of Lemma 3.14.

Remark 3.15. In order to use Lemma
3.14, we need to prove the existen e of a oordip
nate u on the ylinder U \ B(0, |t|) su h that the sum of a dierential with a zero of
order k and a dierential with a simple pole of residue tk+1 a−1 is given by
az k dz + tk+1

a−1
dz.
z

This an be proved with methods similar to the ones used to prove existen e of lo al
normal form of dierentials. We refer the reader to [BCG+ 16, Theorem 4.3℄ for a
detailed proof of this fa t.

3.3 Smoothing some limit dierentials.
In view of the previous subse tion, we an dene the subset of the set of limit dierentials
whi h an be obtained by plumbing the nodes. This se tion is devoted to the study of
this obje t.

Denition 3.16.

We say that a limit dierential (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is plumbable if
there exists a family of pointed dierentials (X , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ), satisfying the following
onditions.
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i) The tuple (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is the limit dierential asso iated to this family as
dened in Denition 3.2.
ii) For every node Ni of X , there exists a neighbourhood Wi of Ni in X¯ not ontaining any other node or marked point Zi satisfying the following properties:
1. the omplement of the union of the Wi is

X¯ \

[

Wi =

X\

i

[

Wi

i

!

× ∆,

where Wi denotes the restri tion of Wi on X ;
2. the se tions Z¯i are given by Zi × ∆;
3. the dierentials (Wi,t , W (t)|Wi ) are given by the plumbing ylinder onstru tion at Ni with a parameter ǫi (t).
We now prove that the onditions given in Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.8 hara terise
limit dierentials without poles of order ≥ 2 with a nonzero residue. Let us re all that
for a urve X , we denote by NX the set of nodes of X . Moreover, let ei be an edge
in the dual graph of (X, ω) (see Denition 3.6), we denote by w(ei ) the weight of ei
(whi h is one greater than the order of ω at the orresponding node).

Theorem 3.17. Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a andidate dierential whi h has no residue

at the poles of order k ≥ 2.
If (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) satises the following three onditions, then (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn )
is a plumbable dierential.
i) The Compatibility Condition (Equation (7))
ordN1 (ω) + ordN2 (ω) = −2,

at every node N1 ∼ N2 of X .
ii) The Residue Condition (Equation (8))
ResN1 (ω) + ResN2 (ω) = 0,

at every node N1 ∼ N2 of X .
iii) There exists a tuple (ǫ1 , . . . , ǫr ) ∈ (∆∗ )NX satisfying Equation (14), i.e.
l
Y

α w(ei )

ǫjii

=1

i=1

for every losed path γ :=

Pl

i=1 αi ei

in the dual graph of (X, ω).

Before proving this result, let us remark that ondition (iii) an be repla ed by the
more natural ondition that the dual graph Γω has no oriented y les (see [BCG+ 16℄).
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Proof. Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a andidate dierential whi h has no residue at the

poles of order k ≥ 2 and let N1 , . . . , Nr ∈ NX be the nodes of X .
First let us onsider the nodes where ω has simple poles. The residue ondition (8)
implies that ω satises the hypotheses of Lemma 3.13 at these nodes. Hen e we an
use the lassi al plumbing to smooth lo ally these nodes. From now on we assume that
the order of ω at every node is non negative.
Remark that if we plumb the nodes using the parameters (ǫ1 , . . . , ǫr ) that satisfy
Equation (14) for any losed path, then we an onstru t a family by using the param1/t
1/t
eters (ǫ1 , . . . , ǫr ) for any t ∈ ∆∗ . Hen e it su es to show that (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn )
an be plumbed using the parameters (ǫ1 , . . . , ǫr ) satisfying Equation (14).
A ording to [ACG11, page 184℄, at every node Ni there exist neighbourhoods Wi
whi h ontain neither any other node nor any point Zi . They may be hosen as the
unions of two dis s Ui and Vi identied at their origins. Sin e there is no residue at the
polar part of this node, Lemma 3.12 implies that there exist oordinates u and v su h
that ω is of the form uki du on Ui and v −(ki +2) dv on VSi .
ej the onne ted omponents of X\ Wi and by Xj the orresponding
We denote by X
i

ej ) the set of the dis s Ui , Vi
irredu ible omponents of X . Moreover, we denote by C(X
whi h are at ontained in Xj .
Using the higher order plumbing of Lemma 3.14, we an repla e all the neighbourhoods Wi of the nodes by a ylinder with a dierential proportional to ω . More pre isely,
±(k +1)
there exist dierentials ω1′ , . . . , ωr′ on ylinders A1 , . . . , Ar su h that ωi′ = ai ǫi i ω ,
where ai ∈ C∗ and the sign + is on the half ylinder mapping to the dis ontaining
the zero and the sign − on the other half ylinder.
To omplete the proof, it su es to show that we an extend the dierentials ωi′ by
ei . Observe that
a dierential ω ′ on X ′ whi h is proportional to ω on every omponent X
e
su h a dierential exists if and only if for every omponent Xj there exists a ommon
ej ).
onstant of proportionality between ωi′ and ω for every dis in C(X
Let us onstru t the onstants of proportionality in the following way. Let X1 be
e1 ) the relation
an irredu ible omponent of X . We impose that on every dis of C(X
′
′
between ω and ωi is given by ωi = ω .
Let Xk be another irredu ible omponent of X . For every path
γ1,k =

lk
X

αki eki

i=1

from X1 to Xk in the dual graph of (X, ω) we dene

aγk :=

lk
Y

αk w(eki )

ǫjii

,

(22)

i=1

where w(eki ) is the weight of eki . This number measures the variation of the onstants
of proportionality between the dierentials ωi and ωi′ view along the path γ .
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It su es to prove that under the third ondition of Theorem 3.17 the aγk do not
depend on the hoi e of the path γ . Indeed, if this is the ase there exists a dierential ω ′
ek .
on X ′ whi h oin ides with ak ω on X
Let γ1 and γ2 be two paths from X1 to X2 in the dual graph of (X, ω). Then the
γ
γ
number asso iated by Equation (22) to the on atenation γ1 ◦ γ2−1 is ak1 (ak2 )−1 . Hen e
it su es to show that aγk1 (aγk2 )−1 = 1 to on lude the proof. Let us denote the path
P
γ1 ◦ γ2−1 by li=1 αi ei . Then by denition

aγ1

=

l
Y

α w(ei )

ǫjii

.

i=1

Sin e the parameters ǫi satisfy Equation (14), this quantity is 1 has expe ted.
As an easy appli ation of this theorem, we have the following remark.

Remark 3.18. Let (X, ω) be a holomorphi dierential with at least one zero Z of order

k ≥ 2. Moreover, let (P1 , 0, 1, ∞) be a rational urve with three marked points and
dene the dierential ηi := z i (z−1)k−i dz on P1 . Atta hing P1 to X via the identi ation
of Z with ∞ and using the plumbing ylinder onstru tion of Lemma 3.14, we obtain
the onstru tion of [EMZ03℄ for breaking up a zero of a dierential into a pair of zeros.
An advantage of this onstru tion is that it an be easily generalised to the ase
of breaking up a zero into more zeros. We use su h a generalisation in the proof of
Theorem 2.4.
We now give onditions whi h are su ient to smooth a andidate dierential having
poles of order ≥ 2 with nonzero residue. These onditions are too strong to be ne essary,
but they apply to interesting examples (see Theorem 7.7). A strong restri tion that
we make is that every node with a residue going to an irredu ible omponent must be
smoothed at the "same speed".
For an irredu ible omponent Xα of X we denote by NXα the set of nodes of X
meeting Xα . And if N is a node between Xα and Xβ , we denote by Nα the point of N
belonging to Xα . Moreover, the order of ω at N is denoted by kN .

Lemma 3.19. If (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is a andidate dierential whi h satises the following properties, then it is plumbable.
The Compatibility Condition (7) holds at every node of X , and the Residue Condition (8) holds at every node of X with a simple pole of ω . There exists (ǫ1 , . . . , ǫn ) ∈
(∆∗ )NX satisfying the two following onditions. First Equation (14) is satised for every
losed path γ in the dual graph of (X, ω). Se ond, for every irredu ible omponent Xα ,
there exists a onstant cα ∈ C∗ su h that for every node N ∈ NXα where ω has a pole
of order ≥ 2 with a non zero residue at Nβ , we have
kN +1
ǫN
= cα .

Moreover, on every irredu ible omponent Xα there exists a dierential ηα with
simple poles with residue −ai at every node Ni ∈ NXα where ω|Xβ has a pole of order
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k≥0

with residue ai 6= 0. At every other point Q in Xα , the residue of ηα is zero and
ordQ (ηα ) ≥ ordQ (ω).

We will prove that on the open set orresponding to Xα , the smoothed dierential
is proportional to ω + cα ηα .

Proof. First we smooth lo ally every node where ω has a simple pole using the lassi al

plumbing of Lemma 3.13. From now on, we suppose that the order of ω at every node
is non negative.
Next we remark that if the parameters ǫi are small enough, then the orders of ωα
and ωα + cα ηα oin ide at every node of Xα where ηα has no simple pole. Hen e, the
ompatibility ondition (7) remains true at every node and the order at every marked
point Zi remains ki . Moreover, at the nodes where ηα has simple poles, we an suppose
that ωα + cα ηα is given by Equation (17) in some lo al oordinate (see Remark 3.15).
Let N = Nα ∼ Nβ be a node of X between the omponents Xα and Xβ . Without
loss of generality we suppose that ω has a zero at Nα and a pole at Nβ . First suppose
that the pole of ω at Nβ has no residue. Then by plumbing the node N , we an nd a
dierential whi h oin ides with
ωα + cα ηα
on the part of the ylinder meeting Xα and with

ǫkNN +1 (ωβ + cβ ηβ )
on the other part of the ylinder. Now suppose that ωβ has a pole of order k ≥ 2 with
a nonzero residue. Then the plumbing ylinder onstru tion gives a dierential whi h
oin ide with
ωα + ǫkNN +1 ηα
on the part of the ylinder meting Xα and with

ǫkNN +1 (ωβ + cβ ηβ )
on the other part. Sin e by hypothesis ǫkNN +1 = cα , we an prolong this dierential on
the omponent Xα .
Finally, it follows from the fa t that the parameters satisfy Equation (14) that the
onstants of proportionality are globally well dened (see the proof of Theorem 3.17 for
details).

3.4 Appli ations to the in iden e variety ompa ti ation.
We begin this se tion by showing that on urves of ompa t types, the marked points
of a pointed stable dierential determines the limit dierentials up to multipli ative
onstants. Re all that a urve of ompa t type is a stable urve su h that the dual
graph is a tree. As an appli ation we an prove that a limit dierential (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn )
where the urve is of ompa t type is uniquely determined up to multipli ative onstants
by (X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ).
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Proposition 3.20. Let (X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a marked urve of ompa t type in the im-

age of the in iden e variety ompa ti ation ΩMinc
g,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ) by the forgetful map.
Then there exists a limit dierential on (X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) of type (k1 , . . . , kn ). Moreover
for any two of su h limit dierentials ω and ω ′ there exist onstants ci ∈ C∗ su h that
ω
ω′

Xi

= ci ,

for every irredu ible omponent Xi of X .
Proof. Let Xi be an irredu ible omponent of X whi h orresponds to a leaf of the dual

graph of X . Let Zi,1 , . . . , Zi,ni be the marked points in Xi . Then the restri tion of ω
to Xi has zeros of order ki,j at Zi,j and at most one other zero or a unique pole whi h
has to be lo ated at the node of Xi . Moreover, the order of ω at the node is imposed
by the fa t that the degree of ω|Xi is 2gi − 2. Hen e ω|Xi is uniquely determined up to
a multipli ative onstant.
Now we ontinue this pro ess on the irredu ible omponents adja ent to the pre eding omponents. The orders at the nodes with the previous omponents are determined
by the ompatibility ondition (7) and the orders at the marked points Zl are kl . Hen e
it follows that the order of ω at the last node is imposed by the ondition on the degree
of ω .
Iterating this pro ess we show that there is at most one limit dierential (up to
multipli ation) on (X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ). And sin e (X, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) lies in the proje tion of
inc
ΩMg,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ), there exists at least one limit dierential on this urve.
Now we want to asso iate a stable pointed dierential to a limit dierential. Before
introdu ing this map, let us introdu e some terminology. Let X1 and X2 be two irredu ible omponents of a limit dierential (X, ω). We say that X1 and X2 are polarly
related by ω if X1 = X2 or the dierential ω has simple poles at the nodes between X1
and X2 . The equivalen e lasses of this relation are the polarly related omponents
of (X, ω).
We an dene a map ϕ from the set of limit dierentials of type (k1 , . . . , kn ) to the
spa e of marked stable dierentials ΩMg,n whi h is given by setting the dierentials to
be zero on the polarly related omponents whi h ontain a pole of order ≥ 2. It is a
priori not lear that there exists a family of dierential with a given stable limit su h
that the stable limit is its image by ϕ. Indeed, it is possible that the dierential has to
be set to zero on more omponents of X . However, we show that su h family exists, at
least in the ase of plumbable dierentials.

Proposition 3.21. Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a plumbable dierential satisfying the hy-

potheses of Lemma 3.19. The marked dierential ϕ (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is ontained in
inc
ΩMg,n (k1 , . . . , kn ).
Proof. Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a plumbable dierential in the losure of the stratum

ΩMinc
g,{n} (k1 , . . . , kn ). Let us rst remark that we an suppose that the polarly related omponents are the irredu ible omponents of X . Otherwise, we use the lassi al
plumbing at the nodes where ω has poles of order one.
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Let (ǫ1 (t), . . . , ǫn (t)) ∈ (∆∗ )n be parameters at the nodes of X whi h satisfy Equation (14). Let ci (t) and ηi (t) be the onstants and dierentials satisfying the hypotheses
of Lemma 3.19. The family of dierentials whi h is obtained by plumbing the nodes with
these parameters and su h that the limit is a nonzero stable dierential ω
e is denoted
by (X , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ).
Let Xi be an irredu ible omponent of X su h that ω|Xi is holomorphi , but the
e |Xi is identi ally zero. Let Ui be the subset of Xi whi h are ontained in
dierential ω
the open set Wj in whi h the plumbing take pla e. In Ui × ∆, the dierential satises

W |Ui ×∆ = h(t) (ω|Ui + ci (t)ηi (t)) ,

where h is a fun tion vanishing at the origin.
For every node Ni,j of Xi , we repla e the parameter ǫNi,j by
1/(kNi,j +1)

h(t)

· ǫNi,j (t),

where kNi,j is the order of (the zero of) ω at Ni,j . The parameters remain un hanged
at the other nodes of X .
Let us show that these new parameters satisfy the onditions given by Equation (14).
Let γ be a losed path in the dual graph of (X, ω). Let us denote the vertex orresponding to Xi in the dual graph of (X, ω) by Ui . Sin e γ is losed, it has the same
number of edges whi h point to Ui as edges whi h ome from Ui . Using the fa t that
the omponent Xi has only holomorphi nodes for ω , we dedu e that an in oming edge
and an outgoing edge of γ ontribute together to Equation (14) by
(kN +1) 

−(kN +1)
i,j
i,k
1/(k
+1)
1/(k
+1)
h(t) Ni,j ǫNi,j
· h(t) Ni,k ǫNi,k
,
whi h is learly equal to

(kNi,j +1)

(ǫNi,j )

−(kNi,k +1)

· (ǫNi,k )

.

So the ontribution to Equation (14) of the new parameters at the nodes of Xi is the
same as the ontribution with the old ones. This implies that this equation remains
satised by the new parameters. It is dire t to he k that the onstants cj oin ide
with the previous ones when j 6= i and ci is repla ed by new onstants c′i . It is easily
veried that we may keep the same dierentials ηi .
A ording to Lemma 3.19, we an smooth the limit dierential ω using these new
parameters. We s ale the family of dierentials in su h a way that the new one oin ides
with the old one on Uj × ∆, for every irredu ible omponent Xj dierent from Xi . On
the other hand, we laim that in a neighbourhood of Vi , we have

Wnew |Ui ×∆ = ω|Ui + c′i ηi ,
for the family with the new parameters. Indeed, let Xk be an irredu ible omponent
whi h meets Xi at Nl . Let hj : ∆ → ∆ denote the fun tions su h that

Wnew |Uj ×∆ = hj (t)(ω|Uj + c′j ηj ).
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Sin e for every irredu ible omponent Xj distin t from Xi , this equation holds for the
family W , it follows from Lemma 3.14 that

hj
hj
= (ǫNl )(kNl +1) and
= h · (ǫNl )(kNl +1) .
h
hi
It follows from these two equations that hi = 1 as laimed. This implies that the stable
e on the other irredu ible omponents
limit of this family restri ts to ω on Xi and to ω
of X .
The Proposition follows by doing this pro edure at every omponent of X where ω ′
vanishes but ω restri ts to a holomorphi dierential.
To on lude this se tion, we prove Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. Let us re all that
both theorems show that the forgetful map between the in iden e variety ompa tiation and the Deligne-Mumford ompa ti ation of the stratum ΩMg (1, . . . , 1) is not
nite.
We rst deal with the ase where all the zeros meet together.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let (X, ω, Z) ∈ PΩMinc
g,1 (2g − 2) be a pointed dierential of

genus g and (P1 , Q1 , . . . , Q2g−2 , P ) be a marked rational urve. There exists a meromorphi dierential with a single zero at all the Qi and a pole of order 2g at P . Indeed,
this dierential is given up to s alar multipli ation by
Q2g+2
(z − Qi )
η := i
dz.
(z − P )2g

Let us glue the urve X with this rational urve via the identi ation of Z with P
and let us all the resulting urve by X ′ . We verify that the andidate dierential
(X ′ , (ω, η), Qi ) satises the hypotheses of Theorem 3.17. It satises the ompatibility
ondition at the node sin e ω has a zero of order 2g − 2 and η has a pole of order 2g − 2.
Sin e η has a unique pole, this pole has no residue. The residue ondition is empty in
this ase and the last ondition is learly satises for any ǫ ∈ ∆∗ . Hen e we an smooth
the andidate dierential (X ′ , (ω, η), Qi ) inside the stratum ΩMinc
g,{2g−2} (1, . . . , 1). The
dierential that we obtain has 2g − 2 simple zeros. This shows that the pointed dierential

X ∪ P1 /Z ∼ P, (ω, 0), Q1 , . . . , Q2g−2
inc

is an element of PΩMg,{2g−2} (1, . . . , 1) for any tuple (Q1 , . . . , Q2g−2 , P ). A simple
dimension ount on ludes the proof.

Now we deal with the ase where the stable pointed urve lies in the generi lo us
of δi for i ≥ 1.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let (X := X1 ∪ X2 /N1 ∼ N2 , ω) be a dierential of genus g ≥ 2

in PΩMg (1, . . . , 1) and suppose that ω|X1 = 0. If the genus of X1 is greater than one,
the omponent X1 ontains more than 2g1 − 2 marked points. Moreover if the genus
of X1 is one, then X1 ontains at least two points. Indeed, otherwise there would exists
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a dierential on X1 with a unique zero of order, whi h is known to be impossible. The
(k)
map h : X1 → J (X1 ) from the symmetri produ t of X1 to the Ja obian of X1 given
by
!
X
Qi − (k − 2g1 + 2)N1
(Q1 , . . . , Qk ) 7→ OX1
i

is surje tive. Hen e the dimension of the bre of π at (X, ω) is at least k − g1 . Su h
divisors are anoni al and sin e there is no residue at N1 , we apply Theorem 3.17 to
on lude that every su h dierential an be smoothed in PΩMg (1, . . . , 1).

4 Parity at the Boundary of the Strata.
The notion of theta hara teristi is an essential tool for the des ription of the onne ted
omponents of the strata of ΩMg . Indeed, every stratum ΩMg (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) has at
least two onne ted omponents distinguished by the parity of the theta hara teristi
asso iated to the dierential. It would be ni e to show that this invariant an be
extended for all limit dierentials in the losure of su h strata. However, we will show
(see Corollary 7.9) that su h extension is not possible in general. Indeed, the in iden e
variety ompa ti ations of the even and the odd omponents of PΩM3,1 (4) meet ea h
other.
In this se tion, we will nevertheless extend this invariant to two important ases.
In the rst part, we treat the ase of limit dierentials above urves of ompa t type
(see Theorem 4.12). This uses the theory of spin stru tures introdu ed by Cornalba,
whi h we will re all at the beginning of this se tion. In the se ond part, we extend this
invariant to the ase of irredu ible stable pointed dierentials (see Theorem 4.19). For
this purpose, we generalise the Arf invariant to su h dierentials (see Denition 4.17).

4.1 Dierentials of Compa t Type.
Let us begin this se tion by some preliminary paragraphs about line bundles on (semi)
stable urves and Cornalba theory of spin stru tures.

Some basi fa ts about line bundles on stable urves. The material of this
e → X (or
paragraph omes mostly from [ACG11℄ and [HM98℄. We will use ν : X
e ) to designate the normalisation of a stable urve X . We denote by Irr(X) :=
simply X
fi → Xi the restri tion of the
{Xi } the set of irredu ible omponents of X and by νi : X
normalisation to Xi . The set of nodes NX of X is of ardinality n and for ea h node
Ni of X , its preimage by ν is {Ni,1 , Ni,2 }.
The key to des ribe the Pi ard group of X is the exa t sequen e
Y
∗
∗ e
→
C∗N → 1,
1 → OX
→ ν∗ OX
(23)
e −
N ∈NX
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where the map e is dened in the following way. For every h ∈ ν∗ O∗e , the C∗Ni omponent of e(h) is
sequen e (23) is

h(Ni,1 )
h(Ni,2 ) .

X

The long exa t sequen e asso iated to the short exa t
α∗

e → 1.
1 → C∗ → (C∗ )|Irr(X)| → (C∗ )n → Pic(X) −→ Pic(X)

(24)

The interpretation, from the right to the left, of this sequen e is the following.

e on X
e and an
i) To des ribe a line bundle L on X it su es to give a line bundle L
eN → L
e N of the bres above the preimages of ea h node
identi ation ϕNi : L
i,1
i,2
Ni ∈ NX . The se ond part of the data is usually alled the des ent data of L. Let
us remark that the des ent data an be interpreted as a ondition for a se tion of
e.
L to be a lift of a se tion of L

e is trivial, a hoi e of trivialisation identies ea h ϕN with a well dened nonii) If L
f1 = L
f2 dier
zero omplex number. So, two line bundles L1 and L2 su h that L
only by a tuple of n nonzero omplex numbers.

e be a line bundle on X
e . If two n-tuples des ribe in ii) dier only by multipli aiii) Let L
tive onstants on ea h irredu ible omponent, then the line bundles asso iated to
e and these des ent data are the same.
L
iv) The des ent data are well dened up to a global multipli ative onstant.
Let us dis uss two examples in whi h we will be parti ularly interested.

Example 4.1. If the urve X is of ompa t type, then the sequen e (24) implies that
e are isomorphi . Therefore in this ase, we will dene
the Pi ard groups of X and X
line bundles by spe ifying their restri tions on every irredu ible omponents of X .
Example 4.2. Let us now suppose that the urve X is an irredu ible nodal urve
with r nodes. Then the sequen e (24) gives the sequen e
α∗

e → 1.
1 → (C∗ )r → Pic(X) −→ Pic(X)

e and a r -tuple
Hen e in this ase a line bundle on X is des ribed by a line bundle on X
of non zero omplex numbers.

We now give a des ription of the limit of a line bundle over a smooth family of
generi ally smooth urves su h that the spe ial bre is of ompa t type. The proof is
given at the beginning of [HM98, Se tion 5.C℄.

Theorem 4.3. Let f : X

→ ∆ be a smooth family su h that for every t 6= 0, the urve
is a smooth urve of genus g and X (0) is a redu ed urve of ompa t type.
Let L be a line bundle of relative degree d on X \ X (0) and

X (t)

α : Irr(X (0)) → Z
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be any map su h that

X

α(Xi ) = d.

Xi ∈Irr(X (0))

Then there exists a unique extension Lα of L to X su h that
deg(Lα ⊗ OXi ) = α(Xi )

on every irredu ible omponent Xi of X (0).
Moreover, if N is a node between two irredu ible omponents Xi and Xj , and β is
obtained from α by adding 1 to α(Xi ) and subtra ting 1 from α(Xj ), then
Lβ ⊗ OXi = Lα ⊗ OXi (N ),

(25)

Lβ ⊗ OXj = Lα ⊗ OXj (−N ).

(26)

If the spe ial bre is not of ompa t type, there is not su h a pre ise des ription.
However, the idea at the beginning of [HM98, Se tion 5.C℄ remains true for families of
urves with a more general spe ial bre.

Theorem 4.4. Let f : X

be a smooth family su h that for every t 6= 0, the urve
X (t) is a smooth urve of genus g and X (0) is a (semi) stable urve.
Let L be a line bundle of relative degree d on X su h that the restri tion of L to
X (0) is a line bundle. Let Xi be an irredu ible omponent and let {Nj,k }k be the set of
nodes between Xi and an other irredu ible omponent Xj .
Then, we have the relations
→∆



L ⊗ OX (Xi )|Xi = L |Xi ⊗ OXi 
L ⊗ OX (Xi )|Xj = L |Xj ⊗ OXj

X
j,k



−Nj,k  ,

X
k

Nj,k

!

.

(27)
(28)

Abstra t spin stable urves.

A spin stru ture (X, L) is a pair where X is a smooth
urve and L is a theta hara teristi on X . It is known that there exists a moduli
spa e Sg of spin stru tures of genus g . Moreover, Sg is the disjoint union of Sg− and
Sg+ parametrising respe tively the odd and even spin stru tures. Following the arti le
of Cornalba [Cor89℄, we now extend the notion of spin stru ture to the ase of stable
urves.
The following urves are the base of the onstru tion.

Denition 4.5.

A de ent urve is a semistable urve in whi h every ex eptional omponent meets pre isely two non-ex eptional omponents. In parti ular, the ex eptional
omponents have no self interse tion.
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We an think of de ent urves as stable urves with some of its nodes blown up, in
the following sense. Let π : X̄ → X be the map from a semistable urve X̄ to its stable
model and let {n1 , · · · , nr } be the nodes of X whose preimages by π are proje tive
lines. We say that X̄ is the blow-up of X at the set of nodes {n1 , · · · , nr }.
Now we an dene the notion of spin stru ture on de ent urves.

Denition 4.6.

A spin urve is a triple (X, L, α), where X is a de ent urve, L is a
line bundle of degree g − 1 on X and α is a map from L⊗2 to the dual sheaf ωX , whi h
satises the following two properties.
i) The line bundle L has degree 1 on every ex eptional omponent of X .
ii) The map α is not zero at a general point of every non-ex eptional omponent
of X .

Now we explain why this is the right generalisation of the notion of smooth spin
urves.
First of all it is easy to verify that for smooth urves, this denition oin ides with
the usual one, sin e α is uniquely determined by L.
Let X be a urve of ompa t type and L a spin stru ture on it. It follows easily
from the denition of spin stru tures that the restri tion of L to every irredu ible
omponent Xi of X of genus g ≥ 1 is a theta- hara teristi on Xi . But the sum of
the degrees of these restri tions is the genus of X minus the number of irredu ible
omponents of X . To have a line bundle of degree g − 1, the urve X has to be a de ent
urve with a proje tive line at every node.
An expe ted property of the notion of spin stru ture is that there exist 22g isomorphism lasses of spin stru tures on a given de ent urve. However, there exist in general
innitely many non isomorphi line bundles L satisfying the rst part of Denition 4.6
(this follows from the exa t sequen e (24)). The morphism α rigidies this notion and
the following proposition shows that it gives the right number of spin stru ture on a
de ent urve.

Proposition 4.7. ([Cor89, Paragraph 6℄) Let

X be a stable urve, then the number
of non isomorphi spin stru tures on (the set of de ent urves stably equivalent to) X
is 22g . Moreover, the number of even ones is 2g−1 (2g + 1) and the number of odd ones
is 2g−1 (2g − 1).
Before re alling that all these properties are well behaved in families, we dis uss a
basi but typi al example.

Example 4.8.

Let X be a urve of genus g , whi h is the union of X1 and X2 of genus i
and g − i meeting at a unique point N .
Let us blow up X at N and denote by E the ex eptional omponent. Let L be
a line bundle on X̄ su h that L|X1 and L|X2 are theta hara teristi s on X1 and X2
respe tively, and L|E = OE (1). The degree of L is g − 1 on X̄ . The morphism
α : L2 → ωX̄ vanishes on E and is the isomorphism between L2i and ωXi on Xi .
Moreover, the spin stru ture L is odd if the parities of L|X1 and L|X2 are distin t,
and even otherwise.
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Let Sg be the moduli spa e of stable spin urves. It is a natural ompa ti ation
whi h proje ts to Mg . Let us re all from [Cor89℄ some important properties of Sg .

Proposition 4.9. ([Cor89, Proposition 5.2℄) The variety Sg is normal, proje tive and
is the disjoint union of the even part Sg + and the odd part Sg − . Moreover the forgetful
map π : Sg → Mg is a nite map.

In the rest of this se tion, we will not make the morphism α pre ise and we will
suppose that our spin stru tures are square roots of the anoni al bundle.

Spin stru ture asso iated to limit dierentials on urves of ompa t type.

In this paragraph we ompute the spin stru ture asso iated to a limit dierential (see
Denition 3.2) on a urve of ompa t type whi h has only zeros and poles of even orders. But a limit dierential of type (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) on a stable marked urve of ompa t
type is determined, up to multipli ation by onstants, by the marked urve (see Proposition 3.20). Hen e the invariant that we will onstru t will only depend on the marked
urve, and be well dened for the limit pointed dierentials of ompa t type.
On a smooth urve X , we an asso iate a spin stru ture to an abelian dierential
with only even orders of zeros by



1
div (ω)
.
ϕ : ΩMg (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) → Sg ; (X, ω) 7→ X, Lω := OX
(29)
2
We extend this denition to the ase of limit dierentials on urves of ompa t type.

Denition 4.10.

Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a limit dierential in the losure of the
(2l
stratum ΩMinc
1 , . . . , 2ln ). Let π : X̄ → X be the blow-up of X at every node
g,{n}
of X . Then the spin stru ture Lω asso iated to ω is dened by the following restri tions
on X̄ .

• If E is an ex eptional omponent of X̄ , then Lω |E = OE (1).
• If Xi is an irredu ible omponent of X , then Lω |Xi = OXi



1
2 div (ω)

.

We now verify that the line bundle Lω asso iated to ω is indeed a spin stru ture in
the sense of Denition 4.6.

Proof. Let Xi be an irredu ible omponent of X . The line bundle Lω |Xi is by denition

a square root of the anoni al bundle of Xi . It remains to he k that the degree of Lω
is g − 1. We denote by Ne ⊂ NX the subset of nodes of X whi h have been blown
up to give the de ent urve. At ea h node N1 ∼ N2 , the ompatibility ondition (7)
degN1 (ω) + degN2 (ω) = −2 implies that
P
deg(Lω ) = Xi ∈Irr(X) deg(Lω |Xi ) + #Ne

= g − 1 − #NX + #Ne .

It follows from this equation that deg(Lω ) = g − 1 if and only if every node of X is
blown up.
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Of ourse, this notion an only be useful if it behaves well in families. This is the
ontent of the following lemma.

Lemma 4.11. Let (f : X
.

ΩMinc
g,{n} (2l1 , . . . , 2ln )

→ ∆∗ , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a family of pointed dierentials in
Let (f : X → ∆∗ , LW → X ) be the asso iated family of theta

hara teristi s inside Sg .
If the stable limit of X is of ompa t type, then the spin stru ture asso iated to the
pointed limit dierentials of this family oin ides with the restri tion to the spe ial urve
of the ompletion of LW inside Sg .

Proof. Let (X , W , Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a family of pointed dierentials inside the stratum

∗
ΩMinc
g,{n} (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ), and (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be its limit dierential. Above ∆ , the
asso iated theta hara teristi s are given by the bundle OX ( 12 div (W )). Let us remark
that a ording to Proposition 4.9, there exists an extension of L above the de ent
urve X̄ in su h a way that L|X̄ is a spin stru ture on X̄ . By Theorem 4.3, there exists
only one su h an extension. Sin e the line bundle dened in Denition 4.10 is su h
extension, this on ludes the proof.

A dire t appli ation of this result, is the fa t that the in iden e variety ompa tiations of the even and odd omponents of ΩMinc
g,{n} (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) remain disjoint above
the set of urves of ompa t type.

Theorem 4.12. Let

and (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a stable dierential of ompa t
type in
. Then the parity of the spin stru ture Lω asso iated to
(X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is ǫ if and only if (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) is in the onne ted omponent
inc
ΩMg,{n} (2l1 , . . . , 2ln )ǫ .
n ≥3

inc
ΩMg,{n} (2l1 , . . . , 2ln )

Let us remark that Theorem 4.12 remains true with minor modi ations even for
n ≤ 2 zeros. But the fa t that in these ases the strata ontain three onne ted
omponents ompli ates the statement.

Proof. By Proposition 3.20, we an asso iated a unique (up to multipli ative onstants)
limit dierential to (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ). By Lemma 4.11, this limit dierential has parǫ
ity ǫ if and only if it lies in the losure of ΩMinc
g,{n} (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) .
Let us on lude this paragraph by des ribing the spin stru tures asso iated to the
limit dierentials of the minimal strata above the generi urves of δi for i ≥ 1.

Proposition 4.13. Let X := X1 ∪X2 /N1 ∼ N2 be a urve in δi and let X̄ := X1 ∪E∪X2
the blow-up of X at the node.
The spin stru ture L asso iated to the limit dierential (X, ω, Z) in the boundary of
the minimal stratum is given by
L|Xi = OXi ((g − 1)Z − gj Ni ),

L|Xj = OXj ((gj − 1)Nj ),

where (i, j) = (1, 2) or (i, j) = (2, 1).
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L|E = OE (1),

(30)

Proof. The fa t that the point Z is not ontained in E has been proved in Corollary 3.11.

So we an suppose that Z ∈ X1 . Then ω is a limit dierential with a zero of order
2g − 2 at Z , if it has a pole of order 2g2 at N1 . But by Theorem 3.17 the form ω has
a zero of order 2g2 − 2 at N2 . The des ription of the restri tions of L is now given in
Denition 4.10.

4.2 Irredu ible Pointed Dierentials.
The main purpose of this paragraph is to extend the Arf invariant to the set of irredu ible marked urves (see Denition 4.17). This implies that the in iden e variety
ompa ti ations of the even and odd onne ted omponents of every strata remain
disjoint above this lo us of urves (see Theorem 4.19).
We rst re all some basi fa ts about the Arf invariant of abelian dierentials. It
was rst investigated in [Joh80℄ (see also [Zor06℄).
Through this paragraph, we will use the following notations. The pair (X, ω) denotes
an abelian dierential or an irredu ible stable dierential with simple poles at every
node. For a smooth simple losed path γ : [0, 1] → X, we denote by

G(γ) : [0, 1] → S 1
the

Gauss map asso iated to γ by the dierential ω and by
Ind(γ) := deg(G(γ))

the

mod 2

index of γ .

Denition 4.14. Let (X, ω) be a holomorphi abelian dierential of genus g and
(a1 , . . . , ag , b1 , . . . , bg ) be a symple ti basis of H1 (X, Z) omposed by smooth and simple urves whi h miss the zeros of ω . The Arf invariant of (X, ω) is
Arf(X, ω) :=

g
X

(Ind(ai ) + 1)(Ind(bi ) + 1)

mod 2.

(31)

i=1

Johnson has shown that for every dierential in ΩMg (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ), the Arf invariant
is independent of the hoi e of the symple ti basis. Moreover, he showed that the
Arf invariant oin ides with the parity of the theta hara teristi asso iated to the
dierential ω (see Equation (29)).
We now generalise the Arf invariant in the ase of irredu ible pointed stable dierentials. Note that su h dierentials have only poles of order one at every node.
First we dene the set of urves whi h generalises the symple ti basis. Let us re all
e → X and the preimages
that the normalisation of a nodal urve X is denoted by ν : X
of a node Ni by ν are denoted by Ni,1 and Ni,2 .

Denition 4.15. Let X be an irredu

ible stable urve of genus g with k nodes N1 , . . . , Nk .
An admissible symple ti system of urves (a1 , . . . , ag , b1 , . . . , bg ) on X is an ordered set
of simple smooth urves on X satisfying the three following properties.
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e Z).
i) The urves (ν ∗ ak+1 , . . . , ν ∗ ag , ν ∗ bk+1 , . . . , ν ∗ bg ) form a basis of H1 (X,

ii) For every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , g} we have

ai · bj = δij ,

ai · aj = 0, and bi · bj = 0.

iii) For i ≤ k , we have ν ∗ ai (0) = Ni,1 , ν ∗ ai (1) = Ni,2 and the limits

∂ν ∗ ai
∂ν ∗ ai
(t) and lim
(t)
t→0 ∂t
t→1 ∂t
lim

exist.
The urve ai is alled an

admissible path of the node Ni .

Note that an admissible symple ti system of urves on a smooth urve X is a
symple ti basis of H1 (X, Z).
We now des ribe the behaviour of the Gauss map of the admissible paths.

Lemma 4.16. Let

be an irredu ible stable dierential with only meromorphi
nodes, let N0 be a node of X and let γ be an admissible path for N0 .
Then, the limits
lim G(γ)(t) and lim G(γ)(t)
(X, ω)

t→0

t→1

exist and oin ide with the dire tion of the at ylinder asso iated to N0 .
Proof. Sin e the Gauss map of a smooth path is ontinuous, there exist limits of G(γ)(t)
for t → 0 and t → 1. Sin e the tangent ve tor of γ has a limit, the path annot turn
around the node innitely many times. This implies that the limit for the Gauss map
is the dire tion of the at ylinder asso iated to this node.
Lemma 4.16 allows us to dene the index of the paths interse ting the nodes in an
admissible system of urves.

Denition 4.17.

Let (X, ω) be an irredu ible dierential with meromorphi nodes, N0
be a node of X and γ be an admissible path for N0 .
The index of γ is
Ind(γ) := deg(G(γ)) mod 2.
We an now extend the notion of Arf invariant.

Denition 4.18.

Let (X, ω) be a stable dierential su h that X is irredu ible and
ω has a simple pole at every node of X . Let (a1 , . . . , ag , b1 , . . . , bg ) be an admissible
symple ti system of urves for (X, ω).
The generalised Arf invariant of (X, ω) is

Arf(X, ω) :=

g
X

(Ind(ai ) + 1)(Ind(bi ) + 1)

i=1
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mod 2.

(32)

We show that the generalised Arf invariant does not depend on the hoi e of the
admissible system.

Theorem 4.19. Let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) ∈ ΩMinc
g,{n} (2d1 , . . . , 2dn ) be a stable dierential

su h that X is irredu ible with k nodes N1 , . . . , Nk .
Then the generalised Arf invariant only depends on (X, ω) and Arf(X, ω) = ǫ if and
only if (X, ω) is in the losure of a omponent of ΩMg (2d1 , . . . , 2dn ) with asso iated
spin stru ture of parity ǫ.
We prove the result by re urren e on the number of nodes. The main tool for the
re urren e step is the Plumbing ylinder onstru tion of Se tion 3 (see in parti ular
Theorem 3.17).

Proof. If X has no nodes, then the generalised Arf invariant of X oin ides with the
usual Arf invariant. This implies the result for a smooth dierential.
Let us suppose that Theorem 4.19 has been proved in the ase of k − 1 nodes
and let (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) be a dierential with k nodes satisfying the hypothesis of
Theorem 4.19. Let (a1 , . . . , ag , b1 , . . . , bg ) be an admissible symple ti system for (X, ω).
Let V and W be neighbourhoods of Nk,1 and Nk,2 respe tively, su h that U := V ∪W
and ω|U satisfy the hypothesis of the lassi al plumbing (Lemma 3.13). Without loss
of generality, we an suppose that U ∩ ai = ∅ for all i 6= k and U ∩ bj = ∅ for
all j ∈ {1, . . . , g}. Moreover, let θk be the dire tion of
 the ylinders asso iated to ω
at Nk . We an suppose that G(ak )(t) ∈ θk − π4 , θk + π4 for every t su h that ak (t) ∈ U .
In parti ular, the path ak meets only on e the boundaries of V and W .
Sin e (X, ω, Z1 , . . . , Zn ) satises the hypotheses of Lemma 3.13, we an smooth this
dierential. In parti ular, the set U is repla ed by a at ylinder U ′ and ak by any
simple losed smooth urve whi h oin ide with ak outside of U ′ .
By indu tion, the generalised Arf invariant is well dened on this urve. In parti ular, it does not depend on the hose of ak . Hen e it remains to show that the index
of every urve in the new admissible symple ti system oin ide with the index of the
orresponding urve in the old admissible system. The indi es of every urve distin t
from ak are learly invariant under the plumbing ylinder onstru tion. It remains to
show that the index of ak and ae
ide. But
we an hoose aek su h that in U ′ the
k oin

Gauss map satises G(aek )(t) ∈ θ − π2 , θ + π2 . In parti ular, it is lear that the index
of aek oin ides with the index of ak .
This shows that the generalised Arf invariant is a well dened invariant of (X, ω)
and oin ides with the Arf invariant of any partial smoothing of (X, ω) at a node. By
indu tion these smoothings are in the losure of a omponent of ΩMg (2d1 , . . . , 2dn )
with asso iated theta hara teristi of parity ǫ.

5 Kodaira Dimension of Some Strata of PΩMg .
In this se tion, we ompute the Kodaira dimension of some strata of PΩMg . We
show in Theorem 5.10 that the strata whi h `impose few onditions on the dierentials'
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(see the theorem lo . it. for a pre ise denition) have negative Kodaira dimension. In
Theorem 5.7, we ompute the dimension of the proje tion of every onne ted omponent
of every stratum of ΩMg to Mg . This result implies that the strata PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kg−1 )
dierent from PΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2) are of general type when Mg is of general type (see
g
Theorem 5.4).
The end of this se tion is devoted to the omputation of the Kodaira dimension
of other strata. In Proposition 5.13, we show that PΩMg (g − 1, 1, . . . , 1) is of general
type when Mg is of general type. We give the Kodaira dimension of the onne ted
omponents PΩMhyp
g (g − 1, g − 1) in Proposition 5.14. Moreover, we give the Kodaira dimension of every odd (see Corollary 5.17) and every even (see Proposition 5.15)
omponent of PΩMg (2, . . . , 2).

Generalities. We rst re all the denition of the Kodaira dimension of omplex varieties Y following [Uen75℄. The ( omplex) dimension of Y will be denoted by dim Y .
Denition 5.1.

Let Y be a smooth irredu ible ompa t omplex variety. The

dimension κ(Y ) of Y is
κ(Y ) =

(

−∞,nif H 0 (Y, mKY ) = 0 for all m ≥ 0 o
0
Y)
is bounded , otherwise.
min n ∈ N ∪ {0} : h (Y,mK
mn

The variety Y is of

Kodaira
(33)

general type if κ(Y ) = dim(Y ).

Sin e we will be mainly interested in singular non- ompa t varieties, we extend
the notion of Kodaira dimension to singular and non- ompa t varieties. If Y is a
singular ompa t omplex variety, then its Kodaira dimension κ(Y ) is the Kodaira
dimension of any non-singular model of Y . If Y is a non- ompa t omplex variety, then
its Kodaira dimension κ(Y ) is the Kodaira dimension of any non singular model of any
ompa ti ation of Y . Let us remark that, as the Kodaira dimension is a birational
invariant, the two pre eding denitions make sense.
The Kodaira dimension of a given omplex variety Y is in general di ult to ompute. On the other hand it is easily proved that κ(Y1 × Y2 ) = κ(Y1 ) + κ(Y2 ). One
ould hope that a similar statement holds for more general bre spa es and for maps
π : Y → Z whi h behave like bundle maps. This is what we explain now.
The rst important notion is the one of bre spa e of omplex varieties. This is
a proper and surje tive morphism π : Y → Z of redu ed analyti spa es su h that
the general bre of π is onne ted. Moreover, a meromorphi mapping ϕ : Y → Z
is generi ally surje tive or dominant if the image of ϕ is dense in Z . A bre spa e
π : Y → Z is uniruled if a generi bre Yz of π is a proje tive line. If a spa e is uniruled,
then its Kodaira dimension is negative.
It is well known that the Kodaira dimension of a bre spa e an not be larger than
the Kodaira dimension of the base plus the Kodaira dimension of a generi bre (see
[Uen75, Theorem 6.12℄).
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Theorem 5.2. Let π : Y → Z be a bre spa e of omplex varieties. There exists an
open dense set V ⊂ Z su h that for any point z ∈ V the inequality
κ(Y ) ≤ dim(Z) + κ(π −1 (z))

(34)

holds.
In parti ular, if the Kodaira dimension of a generi bre or of the basis of a bre
spa e is negative, then the total spa e has negative Kodaira dimension.
A very important open problem is to determine the best lower bound in the pre eding
settings.

Conje ture 5.3 (Iitaka onje ture or Cn onje ture.). Let π : Y → Z be a bre spa e
of an n-dimensional algebrai manifold Y over an algebrai manifold Z . Then we have
κ(Y ) ≥ κ(Z) + κ(Yz ),

(35)

for a generi bre Yz := π−1 (z).
Even though the onje ture is known to be false in general (see [Uen75, Remark 15.3℄),
it holds in very important ases. The rst one is when π : Y → Z is a generi ally surje tive map of omplex varieties of the same dimension (see [Uen75, Theorem 6.10℄).

Theorem 5.4. Let

π : Y → Z be a generi ally surje tive meromorphi mapping of
omplex varieties su h that dim Y = dim Z . Then we have the inequality
κ(Y ) ≥ κ(Z).

(36)

The se ond important ase of this onje ture has been proved by Viehweg. He
proved that the Iitaka onje ture holds as soon as Z is of general type.

Theorem 5.5 ([Vie82℄). Let π : Y

ping of omplex varieties su h that

→ Z be a generi ally surje tive meromorphi
κ(Z) = dim Z . Then we have the inequality

κ(Y ) ≥ κ(Z) + κ(Yz ),

map(37)

for a generi bre Yz := π−1 (z)

The strata of PΩMg . The rest of this se tion is devoted to the omputation of the
Kodaira dimension of several strata of the moduli spa e of abelian dierentials.
Let us rst remark that the Kodaira dimension of the prin ipal stratum follows
dire tly from Theorem 5.2.
Proposition 5.6. The Kodaira dimension of the moduli spa es PΩMg and the prin ipal
strata PΩMg (1, . . . , 1) is −∞.
Proof. Sin e PΩMg → Mg is a bundle with bre Pg−1 , the result follows from Theo-

rem 5.2. Sin e the losure of the prin ipal stratum is PΩMg , this implies the result for
the prin ipal stratum.
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In order to apply the Theorem of Iitaka-Viehweg, we have to determine for whi h
strata the forgetful map π : ΩMg → Mg is generi ally surje tive. In fa t, we ompute
the dimension of the image of every onne ted omponent of the strata of ΩMg via the
forgetful map. This theorem greatly generalises a previous result of Chen (see [Che10,
Proposition 4.1℄).

Theorem 5.7. Let
dimension dπ(S)

dπ(S)

and S be a onne ted omponent of ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ). The
of the proje tion of S by the forgetful map π : ΩMg → Mg is
g≥2




2g − 1,

3g − 4,
=

2g − 2 + n,



3g − 3,

if S = ΩMg (2d, 2d)hyp ;
if S = ΩMg (2, . . . , 2)even ;
if n < g − 1 and S 6= ΩMg (2d, 2d)hyp ;
if n ≥ g − 1 and S 6= ΩMg (2, . . . , 2)even .

(38)

This theorem is proved by degeneration. The main ingredients are the plumbing
ylinder onstru tion of Se tion 3, the expli it des ription of the spin stru tures on the
urves of ompa t type (see Se tion 4) and the lo al parametrisation of Mg given by
[ACG11, Theorem 3.17℄.
Before proving the theorem let us introdu e the main type of stable urve that we
use in the proof.

Denition 5.8.

Let (X1 , N1,1 ) and (Xg , Ng−1,2 ) be 2 one-marked ellipti urves and
let (X2 , N1,2 , N2,1 ), . . . , (Xg−1 , Ng−2,2 , Ng−1,1 ) be g − 2 two-marked ellipti urves. The
snake urve X dened by these ellipti urves (see Figure 3) is
!
g
[
Xi / (Ni,1 ∼ Ni,2 ) .
X :=
i=1

X1

X3

Xg−1 Xg

X2

Figure 3: The snake urve X .

Proof. We begin the proof by treating the ase of the hyperellipti strata Hg .

The hyperellipti strata. The hyperellipti lo us Hg ⊂ Mg of genus g has dimension 2g − 1. Sin e the proje tions of ea h of the hyperellipti strata ΩMg (2g − 2)hyp
and ΩMg (2d, 2d)hyp to Mg are Hg , they have dimension 2g − 1.
From now on, S will be a an non hyperellipti
ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ).
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onne ted omponent of the stratum

The strata

ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) with n ≥ g. Let us remark that if n ≥ g, then the
stratum S ′ := ΩMg (k1 + kn , . . . , kn−1 ) lies in the boundary of S . So if the dimension of
the proje tion of S is d, the dimension of the proje tion of S ′ is at least d. This implies
that it su es to prove the theorem for the strata with at most g − 1 zeros.
From now on, we suppose that n ≤ g − 1.

The onne ted strata ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ). Let X be the snake urve from above where
the points Ni−1,2 are points of 2(g − i)-torsion of (Xi , Ni,1 ).
Let ω be the dierential on X dened by the following restri tions.
• For i = 1, let ω|X1 be a dierential on X1 with a pole of order k1 at N1,1 and a
zero Z1 of order k1 .
• For i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, let ω|Xi be a dierential su h that the divisor is




X
X
kj − 2(i − 1) Ni,1 ,
kj − 2(i − 1) Ni−1,2 − 
div (ωi ) = ki Zi + 
j≤i

j<i

where Zi ∈ Xi \ {Ni−1,2 , Ni,1 }.

• For i ∈ {n + 1, . . . , g − 1}, the dierential ω|Xi is the dierential with divisor
div (ωi ) = 2(g − i)Ni−1,2 − 2(g − i)Ni,1 .
• For i = g, the dierential ωg is simply the holomorphi dierential of Xg .
Let us remark that the dierentials ω|Xi exist and satisfy the Compatibility Condition (7), that is ordNi,1 (ω|Xi ) + ordNi,2 (ω|Xi+1 ) = −2 for every node Ni,1 ∼ Ni,2 .
Moreover, the dierentials ωXi have no residues, so a ording to Theorem 3.17, they
form a limit dierential ω whi h an be smoothed in the stratum ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ).
We now onstru t a neighbourhood of X of dimension 2g − 2 + n su h that every
urve in this neighbourhood possesses a limit dierential of type (k1 , . . . , kn ).
Let us rst give a parametrisation of a small neighbourhood U of X in Mg (see
[ACG11, Chapter 11, Theorem 3.17℄). Let (t1 , . . . , t3g−3 ) ∈ ∆3g−3 be a parametrisation
of U su h that the oordinates of X are (0, . . . , 0) and satisfying the following properties.

• The rst g variables t1 , . . . , tg parametrise the deformations of the ellipti
(X1 , N1,1 ), . . . , (Xg , Ng,1 ).

urves

• The g − 2 variables tg+1 , . . . , t2g−2 parametrise the deformations of the nodes
N1 , . . . , Ng−1 . Alternatively, they parametrise the deformations of (Xi , Ni−1,2 , Ni,1 )
whi h leave the urve Xi xed.
• The g−1 last parameters t2g−1 , . . . , t3g−3 parametrise the smoothings of the nodes
of X .
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Observe that the existen e of a limit dierential as previously dened does not
depend on the normalisation of the ellipti urves. Therefore, we an deform the dierential ω above the urves of parameter equal to (t1 , . . . , tg , 0, . . . , 0) in su h a way that
it remains a limit dierential of type (k1 , . . . , kn ).
Now let us remark that for i ∈ {n + 1, . . . , g − 1}, the points Ni−1,2 have to be
points of 2(g − i)-torsion of (Xi , Ni,1 ). On the other hand, the points Ni,2 and Ni+1,1
an move freely on Xi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Hen e, using the se ond hara terisation of
the deformations of the nodes, this means that only the deformations of the n − 1 rst
nodes of X are allowed.
It follows from Theorem 3.17, that the smoothings of the nodes at the limit dierential (X ′ , ω ′ ) of parameter (t1 , . . . , tg+n−1 , 0, . . . , 0) are dierentials in S .
Summarising this dis ussion, we have shown, that every urve with oordinates
(t1 , . . . , tg+n−1 , 0, . . . , 0, t2g−1 , . . . , t3g−3 ) ⊂ ∆3g−3 has a limit dierential in the losure
of S . Sin e this neighbourhood of X has dimension 2g − 2 + n, this proves Theorem 5.7
in the ase of onne ted strata.

The non- onne ted strata. Next, we deal with the non- onne ted strata of ΩMg
determined in [KZ03℄. The problem of the last argument is that we do not know a priori
in the boundary of whi h onne ted omponent is the limit dierential (X, ω) that we
have onstru ted.
Re all from Denition 4.10 that on a urve of ompa t type X , a spin stru ture
is determined by its restri tions on every irredu ible omponent of X . More pre isely,
if ω is a limit dierential on X with only zeros and poles of even orders, then the theta
hara teristi on an irredu ible omponent Xi of X is OXi 12 div (ω|Xi ) . Moreover, we
have shown in Theorem 4.12 that the parity of a spin stru ture is given by the sum of
the parities of these restri tions and is invariant under deformation.
The omponents of the strata

ΩMg (2, . . . , 2). We rst prove that the dimension
of the image of
under the forgetful map is 3g − 3. The onstru tion
of the dierential on the snake urve in the ase of onne ted strata an be performed
in the ase of the strata ΩMg (2, . . . , 2). Hen e it su es to show that this dierential
has odd parity to prove this ase. On the g − 1 rst urves X1 , . . . , Xg−1 , the theta
hara teristi s are given by the line bundles OXi (Zi − Ni,1 ). In parti ular, they have
even parity. On the other hand, the theta hara teristi on the urve Xg is OXg , whi h
has odd parity. Sin e the parity of ω is given by the sum of the parities, it has odd
parity.
We now deal with the ase of the omponent ΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2). Let us remark
g
that the dimension of the proje tion of this omponent is at most 3g − 4. Indeed,
let (X, ω) ∈ ΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2). Then learly, ω ∈ H 0 (X, 12 div (ω)). This implies that
g
h0 (X, 21 div (ω)) ≥ 2. The lo us of urves having su h theta hara teristi is a divisor
of Mg a ording to [TiB88℄. So it remains to show that dim(π(ΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2))) ≥
g
3g − 4. We prove this by indu tion on the genus of the urve.
ΩModd
g (2, . . . , 2)
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In genus 3, the even stratum ΩMeven
(2, 2) oin ides with the hyperellipti stratum
3
hyp
ΩM3 (2, 2). So the laim follows from the des ription of the hyperellipti strata.
e be generi urve in the image of ΩMeven (2, . . . , 2)
Let us do the indu tion step. Let X
g−1
e ∈X
e be a generi point of X
e . Let (X1 , N1 ) be an ellipti
under the forgetful map. Let N
urve. We dene the genus g urve X by

e ∪ X1 )/(N
e ∼ N1 ).
X := (X

We now onstru t a limit dierential (X, ω) in the losure of the onne ted ome ω
e ) be a dierential in the onne ted omponent
(2, . . . , 2). Let (X,
ponent ΩMeven
g
even
ΩMg−1 (2, . . . , 2). Let ω1 be a meromorphi dierential on X1 whi h has a pole of
e
order 2 at N1 and a zero of order two. The dierential ω is given by the dierential ω
e and the dierential ω1 on X1 . Sin e N
e is a general point, it is not a zero of ω
on X
e . This
implies that ω veries the ompatibility ondition (7). Hen e ω is a limit dierential in
(2, . . . , 2).
the losure of the onne ted omponent ΩMeven
g
The end of the proof is similar to the ase of onne ted strata. We an parametrise
a neighbourhood of X by (t1 , . . . , t3g−3 ) ∈ ∆3g−3 su h that the lo us of nodal urves is
given by t3g−3 = 0. Only the deformations of Xg−1 whi h stay inside the proje tion of
ΩMeven
g−1 (2, . . . , 2) are allowed. The dimension of su h deformations is 3(g − 1)− 1 by the
indu tion hypothesis. To on lude, we use a similar deformation-smoothing argument
as in the ase of onne ted strata. We an deform the point of atta hment on Xg−1 , the
ellipti urve (X1 , N1 ) and the node. Thus we dedu e by indu tion, that the dimension
of the proje tion of the omponent ΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2) is 3g − 4.
g

The omponents of the strata ΩMg (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) for 2 ≤ n ≤ g −2 and (2l1 , 2l2 ) 6=
(g − 1, g − 1). Observe that these strata have only two onne ted omponents whi h
are determined by the parity of the asso iated theta hara teristi s.
Let X be the snake urve dened in the ase of onne ted strata. We show that
we an hoose a limit dierential in two ways, su h that one is in the boundary of the
odd omponent and the other in the even omponent of ΩMg (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ). Choose a
limit dierential ω on X , and denote by ω1 its restri tion on X1 . The divisor of the
dierential ω1 is div (ω1 ) = 2l1 Z1 − 2l1 N1,1 . So the asso iated theta hara teristi is
Lω1 := OX1 (l1 Z1 − l1 N1,1 ).
There are two ases to onsider: the rst one is when l1 = 2 and the se ond one when
l1 ≥ 3. If l1 = 2, the theta hara teristi Lω1 is odd if Z1 is a 2-torsion of (X1 , N1,1 ) and
even if Z1 is a primitive 4-torsion of (X1 , N1,1 ). If li ≥ 3, the theta hara teristi Lω1
is even if Z1 is a 2-torsion point of (X1 , N1,1 ) and odd if Z1 is a primitive l1 -torsion of
(X1 , N1,1 ).
The parity of ω is the sum of the parities of the restri tions ω|Xi on every irredu ible
urve Xi of X . This implies that xing ω on the g − 1 omponents Xi for i ≥ 2, we
an dene a dierential ω in the boundary of both omponents of ΩMg (2l1 , . . . , 2ln )
by hanging the parity of ω1 . The deformation-smoothing argument of the onne ted
strata now implies the laim.
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The non-hyperellipti

omponents of ΩMg (g − 1, g − 1). Sin e we have already
dealt with the hyperellipti ase, it remains the ase of the other onne ted omponent
if g is even or the two other omponents if g is odd.
Let (Xg−1 , ωg−1 , Zg−1 , Ng−1 ) be a generi pointed dierential inside the stratum
ΩMg−1 (g − 1, g − 3) and (X1 , ω1 , Z1 , N1 ) be an ellipti urve with a dierential ω1 su h
that div (ω1 ) = (g − 1)Z1 − (g − 1)N1 . Then the pointed dierential (X, ω, Z1 , Zg−1 )
is a limit dierential on the boundary of ΩMg (g − 1, g − 1). Let us remark that the
urve Xg−1 is not hyperellipti , be ause the dimension of the proje tion of the stratum
ΩMg−1 (g − 1, g − 3) is 2(g − 1) whi h is stri tly larger than the dimension of the
hyperellipti lo us Hg−1 . In parti ular, the limit dierential (X, ω, Z1 , Zg−1 ) is not in
the boundary of the hyperellipti omponent of these strata. Moreover, if g − 1 is even,
then this pointed dierential is either in the boundary of the even or in the boundary
of the odd strata a ording to the parity of ωg−1 .
The on lusion of this ase uses the same deformation-smoothing argument as previously in this proof.
The non-hyperellipti minimal strata.

The zero of a dierential (X, ω) in the
strata ΩMg (2g − 2) is a Weierstraÿ point. Sin e there exists only nitely many Weierstraÿ points on a urve, the proje tion from every omponent of PΩMg (2g − 2) to Mg
is nite. It is known that the dimension of PΩMg (2g − 2) is 2g − 2, so the dimension
of its proje tion has dimension 2g − 2 too.
This on ludes the proof of Theorem 5.7.
As a orollary of Theorem 5.7 we obtain the Kodaira dimension of all the strata
ΩMg (k1 , . . . , kg−1 ) dierent from PΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2) when Mg is of general type.
g

Corollary 5.9. The onne ted strata of the form

PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kg−1 ) and the onare
of
general
type
for g = 22 and g ≥ 24.
(2,
.
.
.
,
2)
ne ted omponent PΩModd
g
Proof. It has been proved that Mg is of general type for g ≥ 24 by Harris and Mumford
and for g = 22 by Farkas. A ording to Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.4 we have

κ(Mg ) ≤ κ(PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kg−1 )) ≤ dim PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kg−1 ).
Sin e the left and the right term of this inequality are equal to 3g − 3, the inequalities
are equalities and the orollary follows.
Using the subadditivity of the Kodaira dimension (see Theorem 5.2), we an determine the Kodaira dimension of the strata whi h impose few onditions on the dierential.

Theorem 5.10. For any g ≥ 2, let

(k1 , . . . , kn ) be a tuple of positive numbers of the
form (k1 , . . . , kl , 1, . . . , 1) with ki ≥ 2 for i ≤ l su h that
n
X

ki = 2g − 2

and

i=1

l
X

ki ≤ g − 2.

i=1

Then the Kodaira dimension of the stratum PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) is −∞.
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The proof makes an essential use of the following spa e.

Denition 5.11.

Let X be a urve of genus g and i = (i1 , . . . , il ) ∈ Nl be a l-tuple of
positive numbers. The vanishing in iden e of order i of X is
o
n
l
0
1
Ii (X) := ((Q1 , . . . , Ql ), ω) ∈ X × PH (X, ΩX ) : ordQj (ω) ≥ ij .

Proof of Theorem 5.10. Let X be a generi

urve of genus g . We show that the bre
π −1 (X) over X by the forgetful map π : PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) → Mg is onne ted and
has Kodaira dimension −∞. The theorem follows readily from this fa t ombined with
Theorem 5.2.
Re all that by hypothesis the n-tuple (k1 , . . . , kn ) P
= (k1 , . . . , kl , 1, . . . , 1), with ki ≥ 2
for i ≤ l. Let us denote k := (k1 , . . . , kl ) and let r := li=1 ki be the sum of these orders.
We show that the vanishing in iden e of order k is an algebrai bre spa e with generi
bre Pg−r−1 . Indeed, it follows from Riemann-Ro h that for any l-tuple of points
(Z1 , . . . , Zl ) ∈ X l , the ve tor spa e
!!
l
X
(ki Zi )
H 0 X, Ω1X −
i=1

is of dimension at least g −r . Sin e X is generi , the spa e orresponding to dierentials
having order exa tly ki at Zi and one otherwise is an open subset of this spa e. This
implies the laim that the vanishing in iden e variety of order k is an algebrai bre
spa e with generi bre isomorphi to Pg−r−1 .
Now, the se ond proje tion of the vanishing in iden e variety of order k to Pg−1
is learly surje tive on the losure of π −1 (X) inside PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ). Moreover, this
map does not fa torise through the rst proje tion. This implies that the generi bre of
π : PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) → Mg is uniruled. Therefore, its Kodaira dimension is −∞.

Some other strata.

us remark that
dimension of a
Mg in order to
subtle problem

We determine the Kodaira dimension of some other strata. Let
if Mg is of general type and n ≥ g , it su es to determine the Kodaira
generi bre of the map from the stratum S := PΩMg (k1 , . . . , kn ) to
ompute the Kodaira dimension of S . However, this seems to be a quite
in general.

The strata PΩMg (g − 1, 1, . . . , 1), when Mg is
Theorem 5.7, the generi bres of the forgetful map

of general type.

A ording to

π : PΩMg (g − 1, 1, . . . , 1) → Mg
are urves. Let us determine these urves.

Lemma 5.12. Let X be a generi urve of genus g ≥ 3. If g ≥ 4, the losure of the
bre at X by π is a urve isomorphi to X . If g = 3, then the losure of the bre at X
by π is a singular urve su h that X is its stable model.
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The proof uses the vanishing in iden e of order g − 1 of X that we introdu e in
Denition 5.11. We will use WP(X) to denote the set of Weierstraÿ points of an
algebrai urve X .

Proof. Let X be a generi

urve in Mg . The preimage of X under the forgetful map
π : PΩMg (g − 1, 1, . . . , 1) → Mg is isomorphi to an open subset of the image of the
proje tion of Ig−1 (X \ WP(X)) into Pg−1 . The losure of this lo us is isomorphi to
the proje tion in Pg−1 of the losure of Ig−1 (X \ WP(X)).
Let X be a generi urve of genus 3. Then the bre of the forgetful map π :
PΩM3 (2, 1, 1) → M3 above X is isomorphi to an open subset U of X . The losure
of U has 24 usps (at the Weierstraÿ points of X ) and 28 nodes (at the double tangents
of order (2, 2)).
Let X be a generi urve of genus g ≥ 4. The bre under the forgetful map
π : PΩMg (g − 1, 1, . . . , 1) → Mg at X is an open subset U of X . The points of
X \ U are the Weierstraÿ points of X together with the points Q ∈ X su h that there
exist ω ∈ H 0 (X, KX ) and R ∈ X su h that

div (ω) ≥ (g − 1)Q + 2R.
The losure of U in Pg−1 is also a urve birationally equivalent to X .
It follows that the generi bres of the forgetful map π are of general type. Therefore,
Theorem 5.5 implies that PΩMg (g −1, 1, . . . , 1) is of general type when Mg is of general
type:

Proposition 5.13. The strata PΩMg (g − 1, 1, . . . , 1) are of general type for g ≥ 24 or

g = 22.

The hyperellipti strata PΩMg (g − 1, g − 1).

We show that the hyperellipti
ponents of the strata PΩMg (g − 1, g − 1) are uniruled.

Proposition 5.14. The onne ted omponent

genus g ≥ 2.

PΩMhyp
g (2d, 2d)

om-

is uniruled for every

Proof. The bre of the morphism PΩMhyp
g (2d, 2d) → Hg is a proje tive line without

2g + 2 points ( orresponding to the Weierstraÿ points). So the losure of the generi
bre is a proje tive line. The Kodaira dimension of the omponent PΩMhyp
g (2d, 2d)
follows from Theorem 5.2.

The even onne ted omponent of PΩMg (2, . . . , 2).
Proposition 5.15. The onne ted omponent PΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2) is uniruled for every
g

genus g ≥ 2.

Proof. Let X be a generi

urve in the proje tion of PΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2) and ω an even
g
1
0
dierential on X . By denition, we have h (X, 2 div (ω)) = 2. In parti ular, the bre
of PΩMeven
(2, . . . , 2) → Mg at X is a proje tive line.
g
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The odd onne ted omponent of

PΩMg (2, . . . , 2). We show that the strata
PΩModd
are
birationally
equivalent
to the moduli spa e of odd spin stru (2,
.
.
.
,
2)
g
−
tures Sg . This allows us to dedu e the Kodaira dimensions of these strata using the
work of Farkas and Verra [FV14℄.

Proposition 5.16. There exists a birational morphism
−
ϕ : PΩModd
g (2, . . . , 2) → Sg



1
(X, ω) 7→ X, OX
div (ω)
.
2

Proof. It is lear that the map ϕ is well dened. To prove the proposition, we onstru t
a birational inverse for ϕ.
Let X be a urve in Mg whi h has only nitely many preimages by the forgetful
map π : PΩModd
g (2, . . . , 2) → Mg , and has no dierential in the onne ted omponents
odd
ΩMg (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) for n ≤ g − 2 or in any even omponent ΩMeven
(2l1 , . . . , 2ln ).
g
Moreover, we suppose that every theta hara teristi L on X satises h0 (X, L) = 1.
A ording to Theorem 5.7, this set is an open dense set inside Mg . Hen e it su es to
give an inverse to ϕ above this set of urves.
Let (X, L) be an odd theta hara teristi on X . It su es to show that there exists
a unique (g − 1)-tuple (Q1 , . . . , Qg−1 ) su h that
!
g−1
g−1
X
X
Qi ∼ KX , and L ∼ OX
Qi .
2
i=1

i=1

The inverse of ϕ would then be given by

ϕ−1 (X, L) = (X, ω),
P
where ω is the dierential with divisor div (ω) =
2Qi . Indeed, by hypothesis on X ,
the dierential ω is not in a onne ted omponent of the form ΩMeven
(2l1 , . . . , 2ln )
g
odd
or ΩMg (2l1 , . . . , 2ln ) for n ≤ g − 2. Thus the dierential ω is in the stratum
ΩModd
g (2, . . . , 2).
Let us remark that sin e by denition h0 (X, L) ≥ 1, the line bundle L is ee tive. P
Moreover, every ee tive line bundle of degree g − 1 on X an be represented
by
P
⊗2
OX ( Qi ) for Qi ∈ X . Sin e by denition L = OX (KX ) the divisor 2 ( Qi ) is
linearly equivalent to KX .
To on lude the proof, it su es to show that this (g − 1)-tuple is unique up to perP
P
mutation. Let (R1 , . . . , Rg−1 ) ∈ X g−1 su h that 2 ( Ri ) ∼ KX and L = OX ( Ri ).
P
P
P
P
Ri ) is the trivial
Sin e L = OX ( Qi ) = OX ( Ri ), the line bundle OX ( Qi −
bundle OX . Applying the Theorem of Riemann-Ro h to this line bundle gives:

X
X
X 
X 
Qi +
Ri = 1 − g.
Qi −
Ri − h0 KX −
h0
P
Now it follows from the linear equivalen e 2 ( Qi ) ∼ KX that
X
X 
Qi +
Ri = 1 − g.
1 − h0
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More expli itly, we have the equation
X
X 
Qi +
Ri = g.
h0

P
P
In parti ular, OX ( P
Qi + Ri ) is a gg−1
2g−2 on X , so is the anoni al line bundle of X .
But sin e OX (KX − Qi ) is a theta hara teristi , the dimension of its spa e of se tion
is by hypothesis

X 
Qi = 1.
h0 KX −

In parti ular, any dierential whi h vanishes at the Qi is proportional to ω . In parti ular, the points R1 , . . . , Rg−1 oin ide with the points Q1 , . . . , Qg−1 .
Therefore, we an dedu e the Kodaira dimension of these onne ted omponents
from the work of Farkas and Verra (see [FV14℄).

Corollary 5.17. The stratum PΩMg (2, . . . , 2)odd is uniruled if g ≤ 11 and is of general

type for g ≥ 12.

hyp
6 Hyperellipti Minimal Strata PΩMinc
.
g,1 (2g − 2)

The main result of this se tion is Theorem 6.7, where we relate the in iden e variety
inc
ompa ti ation PΩMg,1 (2g − 2)hyp of the hyperellipti minimal strata with the lo us
WP(Hg ) of Weierstraÿ points of hyperellipti urves. We show that the bres of the
inc
forgetful map π : PΩMg,1 (2g − 2)hyp → WP(Hg ) are proje tive spa es.
For sake of on reteness, we des ribe the hyperellipti urves with one node in
Theorem 6.4 and the losure of the lo us of Weierstraÿ points of hyperellipti urves in
Mg,1 in Theorem 6.5. Moreover, we des ribe the pointed dierentials in the in iden e
variety ompa ti ation of the hyperellipti minimal strata in the most simple ases in
Theorem 6.8 and Theorem 6.9.

Admissible overs.

The key tool to study hyperellipti urves is the theory of admissible overs. Let us qui kly re all its denition and relationship with hyperellipti
urves. For more details see [HM98, Se tion 3.G℄.

Denition 6.1.

Let (B; Q1 , . . . , Qn ) be a stable n-pointed urve of arithmeti genus
zero and N1 , . . . , Nk the nodes of the urve B . An admissible over of the urve B is
a nodal urve X and a regular map π : X → B su h that the following two onditions
hold.
i) The preimage of the smooth lo us of B is the smooth lo us of X and the restri tion
of the map π to this open set is simply bran hed over the points Qi and otherwise
unramied.
ii) The preimage of the singular lo us of B is the singular lo us of X and for every
e of X lying over it, the two bran hes of X near N
e
node N of B and every node N
map to the bran hes of B near N with the same rami ation index.
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This notion is parti ularly adapted to des ribe the losure of the lo i of k -gonal
urves inside Mg .

Denition 6.2.

Let X be a stable urve. We say that X is k -gonal if and only if it is
a limit of smooth k -gonal urves.
The following theorem allows us to hara terise the k -gonal urves (see [HM98,
Theorem 3.160℄).

Theorem 6.3. A stable urve

admissible over
to X .

X′

is k-gonal if and only if there exists a k-sheeted
→ B of a stable pointed urve of genus 0 whi h is stably equivalent
X

In parti ular, sin e the smooth hyperellipti urves are exa tly the smooth 2-gonal
urves, the stable hyperellipti urves will by given by the 2-sheeted admissible overs.

The hyperellipti lo us Hg in Mg .
in the following theorem.

A hyperellipti

urve with one node is des ribed

Theorem 6.4. Let X ∈ Hg be a hyperellipti urve of genus g with one node.
•
•

If X is irredu ible, the normalisation Xe of X is hyperellipti and the preimage of
the node is a pair of points onjugated by the hyperellipti involution.
If X is of ompa t type, the urve X is given by X1 ∪ X2 /(N1 ∼ N2 ), where the
Xj are hyperellipti and Nj are Weierstraÿ points of Xj respe tively.

The

Weierstraÿ lo us inside Mg,1 is dened by
WP(Mg ) := {(X, W )| W is a Weierstraÿ point of X} .

The hyperellipti Weierstraÿ
perellipti lo us of Mg :

lo us is simply the restri tion of this lo us above the hy-

WP(Hg ) := {(X, W ) ∈ WP(Mg )| X is hyperellipti } .
We des ribe now the marked urves in the losure of WP(Hg ) whi h are generi in δi .

Theorem 6.5. Let (X, W ) ∈ WP(Hg ) ⊂ Mg,1 be a marked urve in the losure of the
hyperellipti Weierstraÿ lo us, su h that X is stably equivalent to a generi
The pair (X, W ) is of one of the following form.

urve in δi .

•

The urve X is stably equivalent to a urve in δ0 . Then X is either irredu ible
and W is in WP(X), or X is the blow-up at the node of an irredu ible urve
and W is in the ex eptional omponent.

•

The urve X is generi in the divisor δ1 and the point W is one of the 2g − 1
smooth Weierstraÿ points of the urve of genus g −1 (or a 2-torsion point if g = 2)
or a 2-torsion point of the ellipti urve.
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•

The urve X is generi in the divisor δi for i ≥ 2 and the points W are smooth
Weierstraÿ points of the irredu ible omponents of X .

These two theorems are onsequen es of the theory of admissible overs and in
parti ular, we will use Theorem 6.3 in a ru ial way.
 
Proof of Theorem 6.4 and Theorem 6.5. Let us rst suppose that 1 ≤ i ≤ g2 and let X
be a hyperellipti urve in δi as given in the theorem. By Theorem 6.3, the urve X
is stably equivalent to an admissible over π : X ′ → B of degree two above a stable
marked urve of genus zero (B; x1 , . . . , x2g+2 ). Let B0 be an irredu ible omponent
of B whi h meets only one other omponent and denote X0 := π −1 (B0 ). Let us remark
that there exists su h a B0 sin e B is of ompa t type. Sin e (B; x1 , . . . , x2g+2 ) is a
stable marked urve, at least two marked points lie on B0 . Moreover the ardinality
of the preimage of the node is one be ause otherwise X would have a nonseparating
node. Let us all this point N0 . It is a rami ation point of the map to B0 , so by
Riemann-Hurwitz the urve X0 has genus at least 1. And sin e X is generi in δi , the
omponent X0 has genus i or g − i. We will suppose that X0 has genus i. Then the
urve B0 has 2i + 1 marked points and the preimages of these points together with N0
are the Weierstraÿ points of X0 . Now there is at least one other extremal omponent
and the same argument show that
 it has genus g − i. This on ludes the proof of both
theorems in the ase 1 ≤ i ≤ 2g .
The ase i = 0 is similar. Let π : X ′ → B be an admissible over of degree two
stably equivalent to X . This time, for every irredu ible omponent B0 of B whi h meets
one other omponent of B , the preimage of the node ontains two distin t points. As
in the previous ase, the urve B has only two omponents: one of them ontains two
marked points and the other the 2g reminding ones. The urve X is obtained from X ′
by forgetting the preimage of the proje tive line whi h ontains only two marked points
and identifying together the two preimages of the node of B . The restri tion of the
proje tion to this se ond omponent implies that the two preimages of the node are
onjugated by the hyperellipti involution.
Sin e the Weierstraÿ points are the rami ation points of the map to P1 , their limits
are the rami ation points of the smooth lo us of the admissible over.
Let us on lude this paragraph by des ribing the rami ation lo us of the forgetful
map π : WP(Hg ) → Hg from the hyperellipti Weierstraÿ lo us to the hyperellipti
lo us. This is a dire t appli ation of Theorem 6.5.

Corollary 6.6. The map π : WP(Hg ) → Hg is unramied above the generi lo us of
the divisors δi for i ≥ 1. On the other hand, above an irredu ible urve X with k nodes
there are 2g − 2 − 2k unramied points and k rami ation points of order two.

The relationship between the hyperellipti Weierstraÿ lo us and the hyperellipti minimal strata. We now des ribe the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of
the hyperellipti minimal strata. We will des ribe pre isely its relationship with the
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hyperellipti Weierstraÿ lo us. Before that, let us re all that two irredu ible omponents X1 and X2 of X are polarly related by a dierential ω if X1 = X2 or ω has simple
poles at the nodes between X1 and X2 .

Theorem 6.7. Let

(X, Z) ∈ WP(Hg ) ⊂ Mg,1 be a pair onsisting of a hyperellipti
urve X together with a Weierstraÿ point Z .
Then there exists a stable dierential ω on X , su h that for every pointed stable
hyp we have the following two properties.
dierential (X, ω ′ , Z) in PΩMinc
g,1 (2g − 2)
•

If ω ≡ 0 on an irredu ible omponent Xi , then ω ′ ≡ 0 on Xi .

•

There exists (α1 , . . . , αr ) ∈ Pr−1 su h that
′
ω|X
f = αi ω |X
f,
i

n

o

i

fi
where X
is the set of polarly related omponents of the dierential (X, ω)
i=1,...,r
su h that ω|Xei 6≡ 0.

In parti ular, the bres of the forgetful map
inc

π : PΩMg,1 (2g − 2)hyp → WP(Hg )
(X, ω, Z) 7→ (X, Z) .

are isomorphi to Pr−1.
The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 3.20, where we show a related result
for urves of ompa t type. In fa t, sin e hyperellipti urves are overs of degree two
above a urve of ompa t type, many ideas will work in this ase.

Proof. Let (X, Z) be a hyperellipti urve together with a Weierstraÿ point of X . There

exists a family (X , Z ) of hyperellipti urves with a Weierstraÿ se tion whi h onverges
to (X, Z). Let W be a family of dierentials on X su h that W (t) has a zero of order
2g − 2 at Z (t). It turns out that the limit dierential of this family only depends on
(X, Z) as we show in the following.
A ording to Theorem 6.3, there exists a semistable urve X̄ stably equivalent to X
su h that π : X̄ → B is an admissible over of degree two. Moreover, the point Z is a
rami ation point of the map π . We will now dene a dierential on X̄ unique up to
s aling on the omponents of X̄ su h that by ontra ting the ex eptional omponents
we an asso iate a limit dierential on X .
Sin e B is of ompa t type, the set of irredu ible omponents of B whi h meet
one other omponent is not empty. Let us denote this set of irredu ible omponents
by Irr1 (B). The irredu ible omponents of X̄ whi h map to Irr1 (B) are denoted by
Irr1 (X̄). By denition, the irredu ible omponents in Irr1 (X̄) have at most two nodes.
If a omponent has one node, then it is a Weierstraÿ point of this omponent. Otherwise,
the two nodes are onjugated by the hyperellipti involution.
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Let X1 be an irredu ible omponent of genus g1 in Irr1 (X). If X1 is an ex eptional
omponent, then we asso iate the dierential with two simple poles at the nodes and
whi h is holomorphi outside of the nodes. If X1 is not an ex eptional omponent, there
is a unique way (up to s aling) to asso iate a dierential whi h an be the restri tion
of a limit dierential a ording to these four ases.
i) If X1 ontains the point Z and has a unique node. Then the dierential on X1 is
the dierential with a zero of order 2g − 2 at Z and a pole of order 2(g − g1 ) at
the node.
ii) If X1 ontains the point Z and has two nodes. Then the dierential on X1 is the
dierential with a zero of order 2g − 2 at Z and two poles of order (g − g1 ) at
both nodes.
iii) If X1 does not ontain the point Z and has a unique node. Then the dierential
on X1 is the dierential with a zero of order 2g1 − 2 at the node.
iv) If X1 does not ontain the point Z and has two nodes. Then the dierential on
X1 is the dierential with two zeros of order g1 − 1 at both nodes.
Indeed, the only zeros and poles of the dierentials are ontained in the marked lo us.
Moreover, the fa t that the dierential is anti-invariant under the hyperellipti involution implies that the orders of the dierentials have to oin ide at a pair of points
onjugated by the hyperellipti involution.
Now we an ontinue this pro ess in the following way. We remove to the dual
graph ΓB of B the verti es orresponding to Irr1 (B) and the edges pointing to them.
This new graph is denoted by Γ1B . Either Γ1B is empty and we have a hieved the
onstru tion of the dierential. Or Γ1B is a non empty tree. In this ase the set of
irredu ible omponents Irr2 (B) of B orresponding to the leafs of Γ1B is not empty.
The irredu ible omponents of X̄ mapping to the omponents of Irr2 (B) are denoted
by Irr2 (X̄).
The des ription of the dierential on these omponents is similar to the previous
one. To be more pre ise, be ause of the ompatibility ondition (7), the sum of the
degrees of the dierentials at the nodes with the omponents of Irr1 (X̄) is −2. The
only other zeros or poles allowed on an irredu ible omponent are at the marked points
and the orders have to be invariant by the hyperellipti involution.
We ontinue this pro ess and eventually obtain a dierential on the urve X̄ . Then
e on (X, Z) by ontra ting the ex eptional omponents
we an asso iate a dierential ω
of (X̄, Z).
Let us remark that at every pair of points onjugated by the hyperellipti involution,
the residues of ω
e at these points are opposite. This has two onsequen es. The rst
one is that nodes orresponding to loops on the dual graph of X satisfy the residue
ondition. The se ond onsequen e is that we an multiply the restri tions on the
irredu ible omponents of the form ω
e by onstants in su h a way that the residue
ondition is satised at every node.
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Hen e we obtain a unique dierential up to multipli ative onstants on ea h polarly
related omponent of (X, ω
e , Z).
To on lude, we obtained a stable dierential ω by imposing

ω|Xei = 0

when ω
e |Xei has a meromorphi node of degree greater or equal to 2 in the polarly
ei of (X, ω
e ), and otherwise
omponent X

ω|Xi = ω
e |Xi .

By an argument similar to the one in Proposition 3.21, we an dedu e that there exists
hyp whi h has (X, ω, Z) as stable limit. Moreover, every other
a family in ΩMinc
g,1 (2g − 2)
hyp
stable dierential on (X, Z) in the losure of the onne ted omponent ΩMinc
g,1 (2g−2)
diers only by multipli ative onstants on the polarly related omponents of (X, ω).
For sake of on reteness, let us des ribe expli itly the stable dierentials inside
inc
ΩMg,1 (2g − 2)hyp when the urve has at most two irredu ible omponents. First we
look at dierentials su h that the underlying urve is in δi for i ≥ 1.

Theorem 6.8. Let

(X, ω, Z) be a stable dierential in PΩMg,1 (2g − 2)hyp
X := X1 ∪ X2 /(N1 ∼ N2 ) is in the divisor δi . We suppose without loss of
that Z ∈ X1 .
Then (X, ω, Z) is hara terised by the following three properties.
inc

su h that
generality

i) The urves Xj are hyperellipti and the points N1 and N2 are Weierstraÿ points
of X1 and X2 respe tively.
ii) The point Z is a Weierstraÿ point of X1 .
iii) The dierential ω is identi ally zero on the omponent of X that ontains Z and
is the holomorphi dierential with a zero of order 2g2 − 2 at N2 on X2 .
Now we look at dierentials su h that the underlying urve is stably equivalent to
a urve in δ0 .

Theorem 6.9. Let X be either an irredu ible urve or an irredu ible urve blown up

at a node.
Then (X, ω, Z) is in the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of the onne ted omponent PΩMhyp
g,1 (2g − 2) if and only if it is of one of the following two forms.
• The point Z is in the smooth lo us of the irredu ible urve X and the dierential
ω is a se tion of ωX whi h vanishes at Z with order 2g + 2.
•

The point Z is in the ex eptional divisor oming from the blow-up of a node N1 ∼
and the dierential ω vanishes on this omponent.

N2 ,

We omit the proofs of both theorems. They are relatively similar to the proof of
Theorem 6.7, and the reader an look at the proofs of the main theorems of Se tion 7
for similar omputations.
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odd
7 The Boundary of PΩMinc
.
3,1 (4)

In this se tion, we give a pre ise des ription of the geometry of the pointed dierentials
whi h lie in the boundary of the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of PΩModd
3,1 (4). Sin e
this des ription depends in an essential way on the dual graph of the underlying urve,
we will restri t ourself to the most simple ases. We re all that a generi urve in the
divisor δi is a urve in the divisor δi with a single node.
For a generi urve in δ1 , the des ription of the limit dierentials in the boundary of
PΩModd
3,1 (4) is given in Theorem 7.2 and the stable dierentials in Corollary 7.4. This
des ription implies (see Corollary 7.5) that the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of the
onne ted omponent PΩModd
3,1 (4) is better than the Deligne-Mumford ompa ti ation
odd

ΩM3 (4).
For a urve stably equivalent to a generi urve in δ0 , the des ription of the limit
dierentials in the boundary of PΩModd
3,1 (4) is given in Theorem 7.6 and Theorem 7.7
and the stable dierentials in Theorem 7.6 and in Corollary 7.8. In the rst theorem
we investigate the ase where the underlying urve is stable, and in the se ond only
semistable.
inc
To on lude, we give two examples of families in ΩM3,1 (4). In the rst example,
the underlying urve is given by a quarti in the proje tive plane. In the se ond, we
deform the polygonal representation of dierentials belonging to ΩM3 (4).

7.1 The underlying urve is generi in δ1.
In order to des ribe the limit dierentials in PΩModd
3,1 (4), let us introdu e the following
denition.

Denition 7.1.

Let (X, Q) be an ellipti urve, k ≥ 2 be an integer and ℓ be the set
of non-trivial divisors of k . The points of X \ Q whi h are k -torsion but not l-torsion
of (X, Q) for any l ∈ ℓ are primitive k -torsion of (X, Q).
In this se tion X will denote a generi urve in δ1 (see the ba kground paragraph
of Se tion 2) and will be given as the union of a urve X1 of genus one and a urve X2
of genus two meeting at N1 ∈ X1 and N2 ∈ X2 .
We now give a pre ise des ription of the limit dierentials in the boundary of the
odd su h that the proje tion to M is a generi
onne ted omponent ΩMinc
urve
3
3,1 (4)
of the divisor δ1 .

Theorem 7.2. Let (X, ω, Z) be a limit dierential at the boundary of the odd omponent

of the stratum ΩM3,1 (4).
If the urve X is stably-equivalent to a generi urve in the divisor δ1 , then the
urve X is a generi urve in δ1 and (X, ω, Z) is of one of the following two forms.
•

The point Z is a primitive 4-torsion point of (X1 , N1 ) and the point of atta hment
N2 ∈ X2 is a Weierstraÿ point of X2 .
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The restri tion of ω|X1 is the meromorphi dierential with a zero of order 4 at Z
and a pole of order 4 at N1 . The restri tion of ω to X2 is the abelian dierential
with a zero of order 2 at N2 .
•

The point Z is not a Weierstraÿ point of X2 and the pair (Z, N2 ) satises the
relation

(39)

4Z − 2N2 ∼ KX2 .

The restri tion of ω to X1 is an abelian dierential. The restri tion of ω to X2
is the meromorphi dierential with a zero of order 4 at Z and a pole of order 2
at N2 .
The main tools of the proof onsist of the theory of limit dierentials and the spin
stru ture on stable urves.

Proof. Sin e X is stably-equivalent to a generi

urve in δ1 , the marked urve (X, Z)
must be of one of the following three forms, where the genus of Xi is i.

Z
X1

Z

Z

X2

X1

X2

X1

P1
X2

The third ase does not o ur a ording to Corollary 3.11.
Let us remark that sin e ω|Xi has at most one pole, this pole annot have a residue.
Therefore, the limit dierentials on the urve X are hara terised in Theorem 3.17.
In the ase at hand, observe that the only relevant ondition of Theorem 3.17 is the
Compatibility Condition (7)

ordN1 (ω) + ordN2 (ω) = −2,
at the node of X .
Let us now treat the ase where Z ∈ X1 . Sin e Z is a limit dierential in the
boundary of ΩMinc
3,1 (4) the restri tion of ω to X1 has a zero of order 4 at Z and a pole
of the same order at N1 . It follows from the Compatibility Condition (7) that the order
of ω|X2 at N2 is 2. Thus N2 is a Weierstraÿ point of X2 .
It remains to show that Z is a primitive 4-torsion point of (X1 , N1 ). By the ontinuity of the parity of the spin stru ture (see Theorem 4.12) the parity of the spin
stru ture asso iated to ω has to be odd. But sin e the parity of ω|X2 is odd, the parity
of ω|X1 has to be even. This on ludes the rst ase by observing that for a 4-torsion Z ,
we have h0 (X1 , OX1 (2Z − 2N1 )) = 0 if Z is primitive and h0 (X1 , OX1 (2Z − 2N1 )) = 1
otherwise.
The ase where Z ∈ X2 is very similar, hen e we do not write every detail. Sin e ω
has a zero of order 4 at Z , it has to have a pole of order 2 at N2 . Therefore the points Z
and N2 satisfy Equation (39).
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Let us now show that the point Z annot be a Weierstraÿ point. First let us remark
that in this ase, the point N2 would be a Weierstraÿ point too. Indeed Equation (39)
would be equivalent to
2Z ∼ 2N2 ∼ KX2 ,
whi h learly implies that N2 is a Weierstraÿ point. Now the laim follows again from
the ontinuity of spin stru tures. Sin e in this ase the restri tion of ω to X1 is odd,
the restri tion ω|X2 has to be even. Sin e the asso iated theta hara teristi on X2
is OX2 (2Z − N2 ), it would have exa tly one se tion if Z (and therefore N2 ) were a
Weierstraÿ point, ontradi ting Theorem 4.12.

Remark 7.3. An interesting fa t is that there are only a nite number of points in X1

whi h are in the losure of the zero of order 4 of ΩMinc
3,1 (4). This has to be ompared
with [HM98, Theorem 5.45℄ whi h tells us that when N2 is a Weierstraÿ point, then
every point of X1 is in the losure of the Weierstraÿ lo us.
We an hara terise the pointed dierentials in this ase from Theorem 7.2 and
Proposition 3.21.
odd .
Corollary 7.4. Let (X, ω, Z) be a stable pointed dierential in ΩMinc
3,1 (4)

If the urve X is stably-equivalent to a generi urve in the divisor δ1 , then X is a
stable urve in δ1 and (X, ω, Z) is of one of the following two forms.
• The point Z is a primitive 4-torsion point of (X1 , N1 ) and N2 is a Weierstraÿ
point of X2 .
The restri tion of ω to X1 vanishes identi ally. The restri tion of ω to X2 is the
abelian dierential with a zero of order 2 at N2 .
•

The point Z is not a Weierstraÿ point of X2 and the pair (Z, N2 ) satises the
relation 4Z − 2N2 ∼ KX2 .
The restri tion of ω to X1 is a holomorphi dierential. The restri tion of ω to
X2 vanishes identi ally.

These properties illustrate that the in iden e variety ompa ti ation of the onne ted omponent ΩModd
3 (4) is better than its Deligne-Mumford ompa ti ation.

Corollary 7.5. Let X be a generi urve in δ1 su h that the nodal point of the urve

of genus two is a Weierstraÿ point. Let (X, ω) be a dierential in ΩM3 (4) where ω is
of one of the following two kinds.
i) The restri tion of ω is identi ally zero on X1 and is a holomorphi dierential
with a zero of order two at N2 on X2 .
ii) The restri tion of ω is identi ally zero on X2 and is holomorphi on X1 .
Then the stable dierential (X, ω) lies in the boundary of both onne ted omponents of
the minimal strata in ΩM3 . However, the losure of the two onne ted omponents of
inc
ΩM3,1 (4) are disjoint over the generi lo us of δ1 .
This orollary follows readily from Theorem 7.2 and the des ription of the boundary
of the losure of the hyperellipti minimal strata as given in Theorem 6.7.
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7.2 The underlying urve is generi in δ0.
e
e
In this se tion we denote a generi urve in δ0 by X/(N
1 ∼ N2 ), where X is a smooth
e.
urve of genus two and N1 , N2 are distin t points of X
The following two theorems give the des ription of the limit dierentials whi h lie
inc
in the in iden e variety ompa ti ation PΩM3,1 (4)odd su h that the underlying urve
is generi in δ0 .
First we give the ase where the zero of the dierential lies in the smooth part.
odd oin ide
Observe that in this ase the limit dierentials in the losure of ΩMinc
3,1 (4)
inc

with the stable dierentials in ΩM3,1 (4)odd . In the following theorem, we denote by X
e
the urve X/(N
1 ∼ N2 ).

Theorem 7.6. Let

e . There exists a unique pair of
Z be a non Weierstraÿ point of X
distin t points (N1 , N2 ) ∈ Xe 2 and a unique dierential ω ∈ H 0 (X, ωX ) with a zero
of order 4 at Z and a simple pole at N1 and N2 su h that the triple (X, ω, Z) is in
inc
PΩM3,1 (4)odd .

The set of triples

o
n

inc
C := (N1 , N2 , Z) : (X, Z) ∈ π ΩM3,1 (4)odd

is a urve in Xe 3 . Moreover, for a given pair among the three points N1 , N2 and Z from
the urve C , there exists exa tly one point of Xe su h that the triple lies in C .

Now we des ribe the ase where the zero of the dierential lies on a bridge joining
the two points of the node.

Theorem 7.7. Let

(X, ω, Z) be a limit dierential at the boundary of the stratum
su h that X is the union of a smooth urve Xe of genus two and a proje tive
line whi h meet at two distin t points N1 and N2 .
Then the point Z is in the proje tive line P1 , and (X, ω, Z) is of one of the following
ΩModd
3,1 (4)
P1

two forms.
•

•

The restri tion of ω on P1 has a zero of order 4 at Z , a pole of order 4 at N1 and
a pole of order 2 at N2 . The restri tion of ω to Xe is an holomorphi dierential
with a zero of order two at N1 . In parti ular, N1 is a Weierstraÿ point of Xe .

The restri tion of ω on P1 has a zero of order 4 at Z and two poles of order 3 at N1
and N2 . The restri tion of ω to Xe is a holomorphi dierential with two simple
zeros at N1 and N2 . In parti ular, N1 and N2 are onjugated by the hyperellipti
involution of Xe .

We an easily dedu e the form of the pointed dierentials in this ase from Theorem 7.7 and Proposition 3.21.

Corollary 7.8. Let

odd su h that the
be a stable dierential in ΩMinc
3,1 (4)
urve X is the union of a smooth urve Xe of genus two and a proje tive line P1 whi h
meet at two distin t points N1 and N2 .

(X, ω, Z)
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Then the point Z is in the proje tive line P1 . The restri tion of ω on P1 vanishes
everywhere. Either N1 is a Weierstraÿ point of Xe and the restri tion of ω to Xe is
an holomorphi dierential with a zero of order two at N1 or the points N1 and N2
are onjugated by the hyperellipti involution of Xe and the restri tion of ω to Xe is a
holomorphi dierential with two simple zeros at N1 and N2 .

The proofs of Theorem 7.6 and Theorem 7.7 are relatively similar. In parti ular, the
main steps will be the following. The rst one is to determine all the possible andidates
as triples at the boundary. Then we show that we an smooth them using the plumbing
ylinder onstru tion of Se tion 3. The last step onsists of determining the ases su h
that the smoothing o urs in the odd omponent and the ones where the smoothing
o urs in the hyperellipti one.

Proof of Theorem 7.6. Let (X, Z) be an irredu ible marked urve of genus two. Then

the pointed dierentials (X, ω, Z) whi h ould appear in the boundary of the stratum
inc
PΩM3,1 (4) are stable dierentials ω with a zero of order 4 at Z and poles at the nodes
of X .
e . We want to show that
Let us now suppose that Z is not a Weierstraÿ point of X
0
e
there exists a pair (N1 , N2 ) on X su h that h (KXe + N1 + N2 − 4Z) = 1 and moreover
e , the divisor 4Z − K e is
that this pair is unique. Sin e Z is not a Weierstraÿ point of X
X
not anoni al. Indeed, this would be equivalent to the fa t that 2(Z − ιZ) is prin ipal,
where ι is the hyperellipti involution. But this would give the existen e of a fun tion
with a pole of order two at Z , ontradi ting the fa t that Z is not a Weierstraÿ point.
e (2) onsisting of pairs (Q, ιQ). Then the
Now let us onsider the lo us E inside X
(2)
e
e
e
Ja obian J (X) of X is the quotient X /E . And sin e 4Z − KXe is not anoni al, this
/ WP there is a unique pair (N1 , N2 ) su h that
implies that for ea h point Z ∈

OXe (KXe + N1 + N2 − 4Z) = OXe .
It remains to show that the proje tion of the set of triples (N1 , N2 , Z) to the rst
e is a urve, it is enough to show that there are no pairs
oordinate is nite. Sin e X
e su h that for an open set of Q ∈ X
e the equality K e + Q1 + Q2 − 4Q ∼ 0
(Q1 , Q2 ) ∈ X
X
e → J (X)
e is nondegenerate
holds. But this is learly the ase, be ause the map of X

and the pairs are never onjugated by the hyperellipti involution.
Now applying the plumbing ylinder onstru tion (see Theorem 3.17), we an smooth
every of these dierentials, preserving the zero of order four. Moreover, the urves that
we obtain are learly not hyperellipti sin e the spe ial bre is not hyperellipti .
e . We have to show that every smoothSuppose now that Z is a Weierstraÿ point of X
ing of su h a urve whi h preserves the zero of order 4 is hyperellipti . An analogous
argument using the Riemann-Ro h Theorem implies that the points N1 and N2 are
onjugated by the hyperellipti involution. But then the ontinuity of the parity of the
generalised Arf invariant proved in Theorem 4.19 on ludes the proof.
We now prove Theorem 7.7 following a similar s heme.
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Proof of Theorem 7.7. First we prove that it is ne essary that the dierentials are of
the form given in Theorem 7.7.
It is lear that the point Z is on the bridge between N1 and N2 sin e otherwise
(X, Z) would not be stable. Moreover, the points whi h form the node are onjugated
by the hyperellipti involution or one of them is a Weierstraÿ point. Otherwise, the
e . But this zero would be preserved
dierential would have a zero at a smooth point of X
by any deformation, ontradi ting the fa t that the dierential is in the boundary of
e.
PΩM3,1 (4) and that Z ∈
/X
e has a zero of
Let us suppose that we are in the rst ase: the restri tion of ω to X
1
order two at N1 . Let us take a oordinate z on P su h that 0 is identied to N2 and
4
dz . We want to use the plumbing
∞ to N1 . We dene the dierential form η := (z−1)
z2
ylinder onstru tion with parameters (ǫ1 , ǫ2 ) at the nodes. By Lemma 3.8, they have
e with simple poles at N1
to satisfy ǫ1 = ǫ32 =: c. We an nd a dierential η on X
and N2 and holomorphi otherwise. By Lemma 3.19, we an plumb the dierential and
obtain an holomorphi dierential with a zero of order 4. Moreover, this dierential is
not hyperellipti sin e the spe ial bre is not hyperellipti . This proves the rst point.
Let us now suppose that the dierential has a single zero at both N1 and N2 . We
an still use Lemma 3.19 to plumb this dierential. But this time, there are two distin t
ways (up to isomorphisms) to plumb the nodes. Let ǫ1 be the parameter of the ylinder
at the node N1 , then a ording to Lemma 3.8, the parameter of the ylinder at N2
has to be of the form ǫ2 = ±ǫ1 . To on lude the proof, it su es to show that the
ase ǫ1 = ǫ2 leads to a hyperellipti urve and that the ase ǫ1 = −ǫ2 leads to a non
hyperellipti urve.
e
The hyperellipti involution ι on X restri ts to the hyperellipti involution on X

and to the involution whi h xes Z and permutes N1 and N2 on the omponent P1 .
Hen e we an suppose that there exist two open open neighbourhoods Wi = Ui ∪ Vi
of Ni and oordinates u1 , v1 on W1 and u2 , v2 on V2 su h that ι(ui ) = uj and ι(vi ) = vj
for i 6= j .
We an suppose that the ylinder given by the plumbing of N1 is given by the
equation x1 y1 = ǫ1 and the ylinder at N2 by x2 y2 = ±ǫ1 . Then on the ylinders, the
hyperellipti involution has to be of the form ι(x1 ) = x2 and ι(y1 ) = ±y2 in order to
oin ide with the hyperellipti involution on the part of the smoothed urve oming
e . But it is easy to verify that this map an be prolonged to a holomorphi map
from X
on the whole smoothed urve if and only if the sign is positive. Moreover, in this ase
one an easily verify that this map is the hyperellipti involution of the smoothed urve.
And in the other ase, the uniqueness of the hyperellipti involution implies that the
smoothed urve annot be hyperellipti .

We an dedu e from Theorem 7.7 the surprising fa t that the odd and hyperellipti omponents of the in iden e variety ompa ti ations of PΩM3,1 (4) meet at their
boundaries.

Corollary 7.9. Let

be the union of a urve Xe of genus two and a proje tive line
glued together at a pair of points of Xe onjugated by the hyperellipti involution. Let
X
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and ω be a dierential whi h vanishes on P1 and has two single zeros at the
points whi h form the nodes on Xe .
hyp and ΩMinc (4)odd .
Then the pointed dierential (X, ω, Z) is in ΩMinc
3,1 (4)
3,1

Z ∈ P1

Examples.

We give two examples of on rete families in ΩModd
3,1 (4) whi h degenerates
to a urve stably equivalent to an irredu ible urve with one node. The rst one is given
as family of urves in P2 with a hyperex. The se ond is a family of at surfa es given
as a family of polygons with identi ations.

Example 7.10.

We dene in P2 × ∆ the family of urves given by:

P (x, y, z; t) := xyz 2 + y 4 + x3 z + tz 4 .
Ea h urve has a hyperex of order 4 at (1, 0, 0; t), thus the dierential orresponding
to the line at innity has a zero of order 4 at this point. The spe ial urve is irredu ible
with only one node as singularity. Moreover the dierential asso iated to the tangent has
a simple pole at the node. Now the Weierstraÿ form of the normalisation is y 2 + 4x5 − 1
and the preimages of the node are over x = 0 and x = ∞. In parti ular, the point
whi h is over x = ∞ is a Weierstraÿ point. We an show that the Igusa invariant of
this urve is zero.
More generally, let us onsider the family

xyz 2 + y 4 + a1 x3 z + a2 x2 yz + a3 xy 2 z + a4 y 3 z + tz 4 = 0 ⊂ P2 × {t},
where the ai , i = 1, . . . , 4 are omplex numbers. This gives us examples where the
spe ial urve has any given Igusa invariants.
Let us now take a look at the family given by the equation

P (x, y, z; t) := x2 yz + y 4 − x3 z + tz 4 .
Moreover, the dierential asso iated to the line at innity has a zero of order 4 at
(1, 0, 0; t). The singularity of the spe ial urve is a usp meeting a smooth bran h. It
follows from the lassi ation of Kang [Kan00, Corollary 2.5℄ and the fa t that the
family is smooth, that the stable limit of this family is an irredu ible urve with one
node. The limit of the zeros of order 4 is in the node. The limit stable dierential
has a zero of order two at one of the preimages of the node, whi h is also a Weierstraÿ
point. In this example, the other preimage of the node is a Weierstrass point of the
normalisation.
Let us now give examples using the polygonal representation of the at surfa es.
Sin e a omplete lassi ation of the ylinder de ompositions of at surfa es in PΩM3,1 (4)
is given in [ANW16, Proposition 3.1℄, these examples ould lead to another proof of
Theorem 7.7 using degeneration of these diagrams.

Example 7.11.

First we give in Figure 4 an example of a urve su h that a zero of
order two is identied with another point of the urve. In this gure and in the following
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one, the verti al segments are identied by a horizontal translation. In this example, it
is not di ult to see that the se ond point whi h forms the node is a Weierstraÿ point
of the urve. However, it is not di ult to onstru t examples where this point is not
a Weierstraÿ point.
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Figure 4: A family of urves in ΩM3 (4) degenerating to an irredu ible urve with one
of the points of the node a Weierstraÿ point.
More interesting is the ase where the spe ial urve is irredu ible and the nodal
points are onjugated by the hyperellipti involution. In this ase, we an produ e a
smoothing in both onne ted omponents of ΩM3,1 (4). The Figure 5 shows su h a
smoothing. One an easily verify that the smoothing are in the orre t stratum using
the Arf invariant of these urves. A onsequen e of this is that the Arf Invariant of the
nodal urve depends on the hoi e of a basis of the homology.
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Figure 5: Two smoothings of an irredu ible urve with a node of onjugated points, one
hyp
of them in ΩModd
3,1 (4) and the other in ΩM3,1 (4).
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